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ABSTRACT

This study employed a cross sectional survey research design to assess service-learning in the teaching of civic education in selected secondary schools in Lusaka province. The purpose of this study was to assess how teachers and pupils interact in and outside classroom focusing on pedagogical approaches and practices used; teacher competency and pupils’ public deliberations for civic learning.

Three public secondary schools were purposively sampled as they pioneered civic education from its inception in 2004. 12 teachers were purposively selected of which 3 were heads of departments (HoDs) and 9 were civic education teachers from the named schools. 28 pupils from each school in Grade 12 classes that were taking civic education were selected to take part in the study. They were selected by systematic random sampling so as to give equal chances of participation to pupils. Focus group discussions and questionnaires were administered to pupils while interviews and questionnaires were administered to teachers. All interviews were transcribed and were coded for themes. Analysis showed that there was weak engagement of active learning methodologies that stimulated classroom and community engagement to help learners create structured reflection and critical analysis of political and social challenges. Outcomes related to service-learning were also weak. It was concluded that teachers rarely used active learning methods. Pupils’ deliberation in public discourse was weak making service-learning outcomes minimal in the sampled schools.

The researcher recommended that public schools should reclaim and rebalance collective obligation to help all pupils succeed by making public schools fulfil their purpose as anchors of democracy and propellers of the economy through service-learning. Furthermore, the researcher recommended that an on-going in-service professional development be provided on service-learning for teachers at all levels, from novices to the veterans. There was also need to institutionalise service-learning so that it becomes the basis of teaching methodologies in schools as well as increasing policy and leadership in this field to achieve public goals and solve public problems.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.0 Overview

This chapter presents the background to the study, statement of the problem, research objectives and questions. It also includes the significance of the study, operational definition of terms, a conceptual framework and a theoretical framework. It then ends with a summary.

1.1 Background

The concept of service-learning is not a recent phenomenon and ideas regarding the importance of connecting education to community needs have been present since the beginning of the 20th century. Dewey, an early advocate of educational reform and experiential learning, argued that democratic participation was crucial to solving community problems (Dewey, 1916). Although service-learning is not a relatively new pedagogy, it has gained prominence in education since the early 1990s (Hatcher, and Erasmus, 2008). Service-learning (SL) is a teaching methodology which provides an avenue to develop students as both citizens and scholars who have the knowledge, skills, and commitment to serve in an increasingly complex society (Prentice and Robinson, 2007). Speck and Hoppe, (2004) pointed out that Service-Learning is centred on the Philanthropic model based on altruism and compensatory justice through charity and philanthropy; a Civic engagement model which is based on the premise that democracy demands equal participation and voice of all citizens, and a Communitarian model which assumes that a good society is one that nourishes both social virtues and individual rights based on the notion that Civic action is public action and public action is collective action.

With the adoption of Outcome-Based Education (OBE) approach moving away from Behavioural Approach (CDC, 2013) authenticates service-learning as the central pedagogical approach in achieving this educational goal. Muleya (2015) noted that this approach seeks to link education to real life experiences as it gives learners skills to assess, criticise, analyse and practically apply knowledge to address societal challenges. The
identification of OBE by the Ministry of Education in Zambia clearly shows that there is a gap between theory and practice. This study of assessing service-learning in the teaching of civic education in secondary schools remains, therefore, relevant to the current education mission.

This study fits well with the seven principles of Zambia Vision 2030 namely; (i) sustainable development; (ii) upholding democratic principles; (iii) respect for human rights; (iv) fostering family values; (v) a positive attitude to work; (vi) peaceful coexistence; and (vii) upholding good traditional values. Throughout this study I remain indebted to the fact that indeed, Pupils’ Service-Learning, the participatory part of civic education, bridge classroom activities with the community. Hence, both pupils and communities benefit from pupils’ involvement in community based learning activities. The most effective civic education design includes the direct teaching of the scholarly content knowledge and the balance of participatory skills with the modelling and teaching of civic values and dispositions.

Muleya (2015) consistently argued that using active civic learning pedagogical practices in the teaching of Civic Education can lead to social change and transformation of society. Service-learning values application of knowledge in the community, for the common good and benefit of all by providing a real-life context for learning and show pupils the practical importance of what they are learning. Muleya (2015) noted that this approach seeks to link education to real life experiences as it gives learners skills to assess, criticise, analyse and practically apply knowledge to address societal challenges. This study of assessing service-learning in the teaching of civic education in secondary schools remains, therefore, relevant to the current education mission in Zambia and pragmatic teaching of civic education for social, economic and political transformation.

1.2 Statement of the Problem

There has been a renewed sense of interest in civic education across a number of nations since the 1990s as witnessed by commission reports, books, and articles by educators, scholars, and journalists, but Service-Learning has been weak as civic knowledge has not been matching with meaningful participation in public life (Peterson, 2011). Therefore, a more active and participatory model of citizenship that recognised the existence of citizen
responsibilities should be at the centre stage of civic education programmes. Goodrow, et al (2001) lamented that the challenge was bringing service-learning to scale, embedding it in every school, and making it a common expectation and experience of every pupil in the world. This would involve a bringing together of civic knowledge with service learning to offer holistic civic education to attempt to engage young people in the lives of their political communities and to support them in handling the challenges raised by the complexities of contemporary life (Boyte, 2003). Based on literature reviewed by the researcher, most of the researches done in service-learning so far are concentrated in tertiary institutions thus creating a gap in secondary and elementary schools.

Despite the growing popularity of service-learning as a civic pedagogy in the teaching of civic education, little has been documented about its application and implementation in Zambian secondary schools. Therefore, from the background given in the preceding sections, the problem that was identified for investigation in this study was that of not knowing how service-learning was being applied and implemented in the teaching of Civic Education in selected Zambian secondary schools of Lusaka province.

1.3 Aim

The aim of this study was to assess the service-learning in the teaching of civic education in three selected secondary schools in Lusaka province of Zambia.

1.4 Objectives

The objectives of this study were to:

1. investigate pedagogical approaches and practices that were used in enhancing service-learning in the teaching of civic education in secondary schools.
2. establish whether teachers were competent enough to apply service-learning methodology in the teaching of civic education in secondary schools.
3. investigate the application of essential competencies for public deliberations in service-learning among the pupils.

1.5 Research Questions

This study sought to answer the following research questions:
1. Which pedagogical approaches and practices were used in enhancing service-learning in the teaching of civic education in secondary schools?

2. How competent were the teachers in applying service-learning methodology in the teaching of civic education in secondary schools?

3. To what extent did pupils apply essential competencies needed for public deliberations in service-learning?

1.6 Significance of the Study

This study would contribute to existing literature on the service-learning in active teaching of civic education in secondary schools in Lusaka, Zambia. The research was likely to revitalize civic life among the pupils by fostering recognition of public and private responsibilities. This study would awaken and engage teachers in the use of active learning methods to enhance experiential learning the essence of service-learning. The research is likely to stimulate initiative for policy and leadership direction in service-learning field among educators and policy makers in Lusaka province.

Figure 1.1 on the next page shows the conceptual framework to help conceptualised the aspects of Service-Learning.
1.7 Conceptual Framework

The researcher conceptualised the aspects of Service-Learning in the framework illustrated in figure 1.1

Figure1.2: Conceptual Framework

Teachers are a key vehicle for service-learning. Central to any discussion of teacher preparation is a judgement about what content knowledge and skills should teachers possess so that they are able to teach effectively (Mulenga, 2015). It is the teacher who will actually implement service-learning in the curriculum and lead pupils through the various steps by the use of appropriate pedagogies which make service-learning an effective learning experience (see figure1.1). When the pupils acquire civic knowledge, civic skills and dispositions through the interaction with the teacher, and appropriate methodology they are able to show civic responsibility and civic engagement by taking part in community partnerships, doing voluntary work and shaping public deliberation for collective action and common good of public life, the real essence of service-learning. Astin (2000) identified the acquisition of knowledge, communication skills (written and
verbal), and critical thinking skills as the general education priorities of academic faculty. He also suggested self-understanding, listening, leadership, empathy, honesty, generosity, and the ability to work collaboratively are the necessary skills to foster civic responsibility.

1.8 Theoretical Framework

This study was guided by the theory of social learning whose proponents include John Dewey, Bandura, Lave and Wenger. Social learning theorists believe that learning is, a process of social participation (Lave and Wenger, 1991). The SL methodology builds upon Dewey’s ‘primacy of experience’, which advocates active learning and reflection, and the evolving body of ‘experiential learning’ research, which entails students applying academic models to solve problems outside the classroom (Dewey 1933). Dewey advocated that a school is a democratic institution and, thus, should be a place where service and participatory citizenship are the norm (Stanton, Giles and Cruz, 1999). Many scholars look to Dewey with his Social learning theory "Learning by doing" as an influential theorist in laying the foundation for service-learning theory (Eyler and Giles, 1994; Deans, 1999 and Carver, 2001).

Clearly, Dewey's philosophy to potential service-learning theory centres on continuity of experience; the principle of interaction in learning; learning leading to further inquiry; reflective activity; truly educative projects; concrete and abstract knowledge; and citizenship and the development of social intelligence (Eyler and Giles, 1994). Further, Deans (1999), noted interest in Dewey relating to service-learning stems from his pragmatic philosophy, political vision, and educational theory as body of work ties knowledge to experience, connects individuals to society, and combines reflection with action, with an emphasis on democracy and community. Cone, and Harris, (1996) argued that a genuine service-learning pedagogy requires careful thought about how people learn experientially and careful attention to the methods educators can use to shape and structure the quality of student experiences. The figure 1.2 on the next page shows how learning occurs as suggested by Kolb (1984).
Giles and Eyler (1994) noted that service-learning, as a relatively new social and educational phenomenon, suffers from the lack of a well-articulated conceptual framework. Dewey’s (1933) educational theory and Kolb’s (1984) experiential learning theory (based on Dewey’s work) are most frequently used as a basis for practice, research, and analysis. In service-learning, faculty guide students in both their reflection and application of class content to help students make the best of their service experience.

A growing body of scholarship from disciplines and traditions of thought as diverse as social psychology (Vygotsky 1978), cultural anthropology (Lave 1988; Lave and Wenger 1991), and the cognitive sciences (Steinke and Duressh 1999; Eyler 2000) have demonstrated that “learning” is not a simple process of knowledge transmission from
teacher to students but rather a multidimensional social practice where learning is supported by forms of apprenticeship (that is, relationships with others who have various kinds of expertise) and participation in specific, on-going social activities. In other words, students achieve academic mastery not simply by acquiring a particular body of knowledge they can recall on demand, but by developing a personal understanding of information through a process of interpersonal co-construction and problem-solving that depends on relations between themselves, university faculty and staff, their peers, and other educational partners.

Wenger (1998) also adds that a social theory of learning must integrate the components necessary to characterise social participation as a process of learning and of knowing. These components include the following:

**Meaning:** a way of talking about our ability - individually and collectively - to experience our life and the world as meaningful

**Practice:** a way of talking about the shared historical and social resources, frameworks, and perspectives that can sustain mutual engagement in action.

**Community:** a way of talking about the social configurations in which our enterprises are defined as worth pursuing and our participation is recognisable as competence.

**Identity:** a way of talking about how learning changes who we are and creates personal histories of becoming in the context of our communities. Thus, new knowledge and learning are properly conceived as being located in communities of practice. “For Dewey, who saw the link between the process of learning and democratic citizenship, educative experiences are those which immerse students in worthwhile activities in the community and that provoke curiosity and commitment to continuous inquiry” (Eyler, 2002: 520). Service learning develops moral and ethical citizens prepared to lead a truly equitable society (Franco, 2005). Indeed, Service learning is not only a valuable teaching strategy for teaching course content across the curriculum, it also teaches general education civic responsibilities.
1.9 Operational Definition of Terms

These definitions helped to clarify how this study used some specific terms:

*Service-Learning* - Service-learning is a teaching and learning strategy that integrates meaningful community service with instruction and reflection to enrich the learning experience, teach civic responsibility, and strengthen communities.

*Civic Engagement* - is the development of knowledge, skills, abilities, values, and interest in making a difference in one's community.

*Public Deliberation* - is discussion that involves judicious argument, critical listening, and earnest decision making.

*Civic Learning* - any learning that contributes to student preparation for community or public involvement in a diverse democratic society

*Active Learning* - Methods that place the learner at the centre of the educational process and enable them to take responsibility for their own learning to experiment and learn about themselves

10. Summary

This chapter presented the background of the research, statement of the problem, the general and specific research objectives, and general and specific research questions. The significance of the study, delimitation and limitations, defined the guiding terms of the research, conceptual framework and theoretical framework have been presented. The next chapter gives literature review that is related to this study.
CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.0 Overview

This chapter discussed various pieces of literature focusing on historical background of service learning as a civic methodology, Service-learning as the change that affect structures rather than operations, Service-Learning as a strategy to counter disengagement and build democracy, Service-learning a stimulant to public deliberations among the pupils and encourage good citizenship and Implementation of service-learning in public education.

2.1 Service-learning as a civic methodology

Research done by Billing (2004) showed that participation in high-quality service-learning can result in improved attendance, increased test scores, greater problem-solving skills, and better acquisition of skills and knowledge related to reading/language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies. Indeed, the world is undergoing fundamental change that goes to the heart of the individual, community and global relationships on which the concept of citizenship and civic education is funded. Peterson (2011) attested that growing concerns about the general lack of civic literacy, low rates of participation, and acts of discrimination and violence among youth have prompted further debate in citizenship. Hence, there has been an emphasis on Service-Learning to provide holistic Civic Education for the challenge of 21st century to create strong synergies for collective action in public life.

Franco (2005) indicated that service learning is the leading pedagogy to achieve higher education’s civic mission and develop citizens prepared to serve the local community. Putting students into the community-at-large is today called “service-learning.” It is a common form of civic education that integrates classroom instruction with work within the community. Ideally, the pupils take their experience and observations from service into their academic work, and use their academic research and discussions to inform their service. Muleya (2015) in his study clearly indicated that the use of service-learning fits very well in Civic Education because it encourages learners to act not as solitary individuals who are being taught alongside other solitary individuals but teaches learners to
learn how to engage, discuss, experiment, case study, make presentation, dialogue, analyse and evaluate situations. Further he argued that ‘through such an approach learners are able to make themselves relevant to the needs of society and also respond to the transformation of society in the long run’ (Muleya, 2015: 177). While Muleya (2015) extensively discussed service learning as a teaching framework in education this study took interest further to assess how service learning is done basing on the interaction between the learners and teachers in classroom as well as community to nurture and strengthen democracy through active learning of Civic education.

Although several definitions of Service-Learning exist, four core features are commonly referenced: a hands-on learning experience, the requirement for reflection, a community-based service which fosters civic values, and a beneficial experience both for the student and the community organization. The Service-Learning methodology encompasses a plethora of effective teaching strategies which range from short volunteer placements to semester-long consulting projects, as well as individual or group based activities that may be mandatory or optional, and either embedded in the course content or offered as an extra-curricular activity (Godfrey, Illes and Berry, 2005). Eyler (2000:12) noted, “Service-learning, which, at its best, allows students to confront issues and problems in complex natural contexts, appears to be ideally suited to help students develop a deeper understanding of subject matter, a practical knowledge of how community decision-making processes work, and strategies for transferring knowledge and problem solving skills to new situations”. Rosenberg (2000:8) summed up its value in the statements: “Service-learning combines community work with classroom instruction, emphasizing reflection as well as action. It empowers students by making them responsible in a real-world context while giving them the support, encouragement, information, and skills to be effective”.

Bruner (1961) the renowned educator and psychologist, proposed that some classroom learning ought to be devoted to students creating political-action plans addressing significant social and political issues such as poverty or race. He also urged educators to get their students out into the local communities to explore the occupations, ways of life, and habits of residence. However, most of Civic Education course content and teaching methodology tend to be biased toward individualistic and overlook aspect of community service through SL. Bruner is here following Dewey, who criticized traditional education
for its failure to get teachers and students out into the community to become intimately familiar with the physical, historical, occupational, and economic conditions that could then be used as educational resources (Dewey 1938: 40). Dewey warned of the “standing danger that the material of formal instruction will be merely the subject matter of the schools, isolated from the subject matter of life experience.” This could be countered by immersing students in “the spirit of service,” especially by learning about the various occupations within their communities.

The critical approach to service learning focuses on social responsibility, is very consistent with the Boyte and Kari’s (2000) commonwealth framework of civic responsibility and Westheimer and Kahne (2003a) justice-orientated citizens. Critical service learning is a pedagogical means to identify community concerns and solve societal inequity. Service learners examine the unmet needs of the community using a critical, problem solving lens. Critical service learning expands the emphasis beyond teaching and learning to include the redistribution of power and social change (Mitchell, 2008). Educators can use service-learning as a pedagogic strategy to promote civic skills and dispositions which can strengthen relations among students, the school and the community (Torney-Purta and Vermeer, 2004). Service-learning engagement can help students become more active members of the community, increase student knowledge and understanding of the community, and meet real community needs in the long-run (National Center for Educational Statistics, 2010).

Critics charge that the emphasis in critical service learning goes beyond the educational mission into the realm of social indoctrination (Speck, 2001). However, a primary goal of higher education is not simply the creation of knowledge for its own sake, but knowledge to improve the general welfare of society (Boyte and Hollander, 1999). “The key is to sensitize students to the fact that many of the issues they will explore are ill-structured and that part of their task is to pay attention, figure out what the critical questions are, and refine their understanding of complex community issues,” (Eyler, 2002: 525). Critical service learning develops civic responsibility by “encouraging students to become more active and proactive participants in the learning process” (Sax, 2000: 17). Giles and Eyler (1994b) further identified service-learning as a form of experiential education where learning occurs through a cycle of action and reflection as students . . . seek to achieve real objectives for the community and deeper understanding and skills for themselves. In the
process, students link personal and social development with academic and cognitive
development . . . experience enhances understanding; understanding leads to more
effective action.”

Eyler and Giles (1999) described five dimensions of civic responsibility: values,
knowledge, skills, efficacy, and commitment. Values build the foundation for active
citizenship. Eyler and Giles defined values as a sense of social responsibility for what
needs to be done. Knowledge, the second responsibility, is defined as the integration of
awareness of social need with academic content expertise. Civic knowledge results in
intelligent decisions about resolving unmet social problems. Eyler and Giles defined civic
skills as the talents and capabilities to take action to address community needs. Efficacy is
the self-confidence and belief in one’s civic contributions. Finally, commitment is defined
as the willingness to take action and the resolve to create social change. It is a well-
grounded fact that democratic citizens must have the knowledge and skills to act on their
values to improve their local communities. Service learners develop the capacity and skills
to identify solutions to complex problems; solutions that are well suited to the context
(Wang and Rogers, 2006).

Empirical evidence suggests that experiential education may be most effective for civic
learning. “The reason, again, is that students respond to experiences that touch their
emotions and senses of self in a first-hand way” (Damon, 2001: 141). Also, as Conover
and Searing (2000: 108) pointed out, “while most students identify themselves as citizens,
their grasp of what it means to act as citizens is rudimentary and dominated by a focus on
rights, thus creating a privately oriented, passive understanding”. To bring them out of this
private and passive understanding, nothing is better, than political participation. The kind
of participation here is political action, not simply voting or giving money.

In their comparative analysis of Service-Learning in the United States and South Africa,
Hatcher and Erasmus (2008) the study found that there is mutual explicit endorsement for
higher education to prepare civic-minded graduates, a transformational role of higher
education in society that is supported by stakeholders both within the institution and
among non-profit and nongovernmental and a federal or national initiative to achieve such
a transformation within higher education organizations. While United States put emphasis
on student learning outcomes as goal of service-learning with “Civic responsibility” as a
key learning goal and Service-learning aligns with emphasis on active learning and engaged pedagogies, South Africa put emphasis on collective good of society as goal of service-learning with “Social responsibility” as a key learning goal and Service-learning aligns with Generic Competencies/Critical Cross-field Outcomes (Hatcher and Erasmus, 2008). However, in the U.S., service-learning is supported primarily by non-profit associations and stakeholders within higher education, whereas in South Africa, service-learning is a part of state mandated transformations for higher education.

Therefore, Service Learning (SL) has gained recognition as a curricular strategy for preparing students for their roles as professionals and citizens, changing the way faculty teach, changing the way higher education programs relate to their communities, enabling community organizations and community members to play significant roles in how students are educated, and enhancing community capacity (Connors, et al 2000). It is from this background the researcher would love to get insights on how SL in the teaching of Civic Education in secondary schools is being applied to counteract too much emphasis on the individualistic approach. As individualistic approach runs the risk of not doing enough to empower young people as political actors who have an understanding both of the opportunities and the limitations of individual political action, and who are aware that real change, the change that affects structures rather than operations within existing structures often requires collective action and initiatives from other bodies, including the state.

2.2 Teacher competence in service-learning methodology

Civic competence is critical to the successful functioning of pluralistic democracies. Developing the knowledge, skills, and motivations for effective democratic participation is a national and global imperative that many education institutions have embraced through the teaching strategies of community-based learning and service-learning. A thriving democratic society depends upon active participation of its citizens, characterized by informed deliberation and collaboration to address public problems and work toward common goals (Colby, Beaumont, Ehrlich and Corngold, 2007). Teachers are asked to be responsible for managing and monitoring student learning; know how to engage groups of students to ensure a disciplined learning environment; are adept or skillful at setting norms for social interaction among students and between students and teachers.
Consistent with Novak et al. (2007) meta-analysis, the results of the study by Warren, (2012) suggested that service-learning has a positive effect on student learning outcomes. This is an encouraging result for educators and administrators considering implementing a service-learning component into their courses or at their universities. Not only does service-learning have positive benefits such as increased multicultural awareness and enhanced social responsibility, but it also increases student learning outcomes, the gold standard when measuring pedagogical practices. Teachers need to know the subjects they teach and how to teach those subjects to students; appreciate how knowledge in their subject is created, organized, and linked to other disciplines and applied in real world settings; develop the critical and analytical capacities of their students. Teacher training institutions and classroom teachers must play a major role in providing the training these young citizens need (Cress, 2011). This understanding would be beneficial to teacher training institutions as they prepare teachers to train young people who will take on roles as adult citizens in a democratic society one day. In order to capitalize on the potential of community-based learning for civic competence, it is essential to understand these pedagogical elements and their effect on learning, but a paucity of research examines how faculty teach for civic competence in each stage of the pedagogical process. The intent of this study was to identify specific pedagogical strategies leading to the development of civic competence to achieve the central mission of civic education.

Pre-service teacher education and in-service professional development must emphasize the need for all pupils to have a greater understanding of civic and democratic concepts (Cress, et al, 2010). This cannot be accomplished through the traditional methods of teaching and rote memorization but only through methods of instruction and teacher behaviour that models the democratic concepts and allows the students to actively participate. Teachers must be committed to students and their learning; foster students’ self-esteem, motivation, character, civic responsibility, and their respect for individuals, cultural, religious, and racial differences. National Board for Professional Teaching Standards (2003) challenged teachers to think systematically about their practice and learn from experience; exemplify the virtues they wish to inspire in their students (curiosity, tolerance, honesty, fairness, respect for diversity and appreciation of cultural differences) and the capacities that are prerequisites for intellectual growth (the ability to reason and take multiple perspectives, to be creative and take risks, and to adopt an experimental and problem-solving orientation).
Many institutions help develop citizens' knowledge and skills and shape their civic character and commitments. Family, religious institutions, the media, and community groups exert important influences. Schools, however, bear a special and historic responsibility for the development of civic competency and civic responsibility. Schools fulfill that responsibility through both formal and informal education beginning in the earliest years and continuing through the entire educational process. National Board for Professional Teaching Standards (2003) insisted that teachers are members of learned communities; contribute to the effectiveness of the school by working collaboratively with other professionals on instructional policy, curriculum development, and staff development; find ways to work collaboratively with parents, engaging them productively in the work of the school.

Teachers should engage in designing classroom norms and learning strategies that not only enhance academic learning but also encourage civic learning are essential to purposeful civic learning (Cress, et al 2010). While most traditional courses are organized for private learning that advances the individual student, service learning instructors should consider employing learning strategies that will complement and reinforce the civic lessons from the community experience. For example, efforts to convert from individual to group assignments and from instructor-only to instructor and student review of student assignments, re-norms the teaching-learning process to be consistent with the civic orientation of service learning. Civic learning done right also helps teach children skills they need for the 21st century workplace, such as critical thinking, problem solving, communication, collaboration, creativity, initiative and innovation (Torney-Purta and Wilkenfeld, 2009). In addition, high-quality civic learning engages students by making what they learn at school more relevant to real life. It also promotes academic achievement and prevents some students from dropping out. Research shows, too, that young people are more likely to vote if they have taken a civics class (Bachner, 2010).

2.3 Service-learning as the change that affect social structures

Research on service-learning carried out by Warren (2012) had shown positive effects on many aspects of students' lives including cultural awareness, social responsibility, and student cognitive learning outcomes. These are encouraging results for advocates of service-learning. However, continued research on service-learning, especially on populations beyond college students as well as on theory development to explain why
researchers and educators are seeing such promising effects, is still needed. Pompa (2002) summarizes the critical service-learning approach as becoming conscientious of and able to critique social systems, motivating participants to analyse what they experience, while inspiring them to take action and make change. Marullo (1999) predicted that a critical service-learning pedagogy will produce future activists and leaders committed to social justice. Critical service-learning advocates see the potential to transform generations and ultimately society through carefully implemented service-learning experiences.

While the intentionality of a critical service-learning approach may be difficult to implement within the borders of institutions and a society that do not necessarily invite social change, the promise of this approach and the ethical obligations of the pedagogy require this be the next direction of service-learning programs. Schulz (2007:34) stressed that “social justice cannot activate itself rather; it takes the concerted effort of interdependent stakeholders (community members, students, and instructors) to transform social justice theory into service-learning practice”. Developing experiences with greater attention to equality and shared power between all participants in the service experience and challenging students to analyze the interplay of power, privilege, and oppression at the service placement and in their experience in that placement will ensure that a critical service-learning pedagogy questions and problematizes the status quo.

Westheimer and Kahne (2004) made it clear that the emphasis on personal responsibility in citizenship is an inadequate response to the challenges of educating a democratic citizenry. Critics of the idea of the personally responsible citizen have noted that the emphasis placed on individual character and behaviour obscures the need for collective and public sector initiatives; that this emphasis distracts attention from analysis of the causes of social problems and from systematic solutions and that voluntarism and kindness are put forward as ways of avoiding politics and policy. The main problem Westheimer and Kahne see is that whilst no one “wants young people to lie, cheat, or steal” the values implied in the notion of the personally responsible citizen can be at odds with democratic goals. Even the widely accepted goals such as fostering honesty, good neighbourliness, and so on are not inherently about democracy. To put it differently, while many of the values and traits enlisted in relation to the personally responsible citizen are desirable traits for people living in a community, they are not about democratic citizenship. And, even more strongly, to the extent that emphasis on these character traits detracts from other important democratic
priorities, it may actually hinder rather than make possible democratic participation and change.

Delli Carpini (2003) at the Pew Charitable Trusts said, “My worry is that as good as a lot of service learning work is, that it does not encourage political involvement and policy involvement, but it may, in fact, even discourage it.” However, Edwards (2004) questions the efficacy of the state taking too much control in implementing and or mandating initiatives such as service-learning. He notes that:

Civic education, service-learning, community service and expanded modes of informal political participation can certainly be useful, so long as they are not state-controlled or used as a substitute for reforms in formal politics or the other interventions already recommended that get at the broader factors underlying low rates of participation by low income and minority groups. These measures can help to build the preconditions for effective interaction between associational life, the public sphere and the good society, but they rely on capacities and connections among associations that must also be developed.

Biesta, (2011) hinted that the main problem, of most Civic Education curriculum content therefore is that a too strong emphasis on personal responsibility, on individual capacities and abilities, and on personal values, dispositions and attitudes not only runs the risk of depoliticising citizenship by seeing it mainly as a personal and social phenomenon. Thus, an exclusive emphasis on personally responsible citizenship apart from analysis of social, political, and economic contexts may therefore well be inadequate for advancing democracy as there is nothing inherently democratic about personally responsible citizenship and, perhaps even more importantly, undemocratic practices are sometimes associated with programs that rely exclusively on notions of personal responsibility. As pedagogy for critical thinking, service learning provides opportunities for problem-posing; gathering evidence and analysing it; and formulating, carrying out, and evaluating plans of action. In order to become critical thinkers, students must learn how to “question the answers!” (Vella, 1994: 28). Perhaps even more difficult, they must accept the fact that in this postmodern age there are few definitive answers to many of the most pressing questions facing communities (Rhoads, 1997).

For this reason, pedagogy for critical thinking must also be a pedagogy for public deliberation. In the absence of certainty, political decisions are justified in large part by the
quality of the process through which they were made. Through service learning, students improve their abilities to participate in democratic deliberation. The goal is more than simply learning how to express themselves verbally and in writing. Students are challenged to listen to a range of voices, to empathize with people different from themselves, and to compromise with others in the name of a common good that is often contested and tentative. Community building, which service learning also teaches, strengthens the relationships that enable a member of a community to accept the results of public deliberation while retaining the capacity for critical thought. To take collective action, the members of a community need to figure out ways to work together while acknowledging their differences, one of the most difficult lessons to learn in the classroom as well as in politics. King’s (1964) discussion of “creative tension” helps students to understand the positive uses of conflict as a catalyst for personal growth and the improvement of society.

The instructor also encourages them to reflect upon how the members of their host organization resolve disputes among themselves. Because not every “tension” is “creative,” our deliberation within the classroom is structured to promote respect as well as the open expression of ideas and disagreements.

2.4 Service-Learning as a Strategy to Counter Disengagement and Build Democracy

Service-learning is a meaningful and viable form of democratic education. The notion of democracy occupies a privileged place in our society. Research has demonstrated that reflective, compared to non-reflective, service-learning has a significant impact on development of intellectual components like knowledge, skills, and cognition. A study by Eyler (2002) revealed that when students’ capacity for problem analysis were compared, only students in highly reflective courses showed significant progress in complexity of analysis, the tendency to frame the problem and solution in systematic ways rather than focusing on individual analyses, in coherence of a practical action strategy, and in cognitive development. A significant amount of research exists regarding the positive effects of service-learning on many areas of learning including higher order thinking (Eyler and Giles, 1999), empathy (Lundy, 2007), cultural awareness (Bloom, 2008; Borden, 2007; Gutheil, Chernesky, and Sherratt, 2006), personal and interpersonal development (Gullicks, 2006), motivation to engage in social issues (Lee, Olszewski-Kubilius, Donahue, & Weimholt, 2008), motivation to study (Flournoy, 2007), life skills (Astin and Sax, 1998), self-efficacy (Simons and Cleary, 2006; Stewart, 2008), and civic engagement/responsibility (Astin and Sax, 1998; Prentice, 2007). Educators and policymakers are
increasingly pursuing a broad variety of programs that aim to promote democracy through civic education, service learning, and other pedagogies.

The aim of teaching civic education is considered to be the preparation of active, accountable, and knowledgeable citizens, “committed to the fundamental values and principles of democracy” (Centre for Civic Education, 1994: 1). John Dewey advocated that a school is a democratic institution and, thus, should be a place where service and participatory citizenship are the norm (Stanton, Giles, and Cruz, 1999). Informed and knowledgeable citizens should contribute to “social cohesion, social justice and the common good”, respect diversity, pluralism and rule of law (EDC, 2005: 25). The new individual, who is “aware of cultural heritage and contemporary institutions”, is “committed to maintaining democratic society,” (Newmann, 1985: 5). Another definition of civics mission is given by Butts who expects schools “to deal with all students in such a way as to motivate them and enable them to play their parts as informed, responsible, committed, and effective members of a modern democratic political system” (Butts, 1980: 123).

Furthermore, Civic education produces and enriches “a political knowledgeable citizenry”, and educates and inspires individuals to be responsible and devoted “to the production of good government and the legitimacy of the democratic regime” (Niemi and Junn, 1998: 1). Dynneson and Gross believe that “citizenship training” had long been hankered for and devoted to building a human environment where the new members value and believe in “the democratic way of life, which is based on specific and identifiable moral and ethical behaviors” (Dynneson and Gross, 1991: 1). Civic education creates a meaningful position for the individual within society and provides equal opportunity for him/her to realize his/her knowledge, skills and abilities through different specialization and professional channels.

Indeed, the ultimate goal of civic education as the preparation of citizens for democratic society, and that the knowledge transferred through various educational processes should contribute, enhance, and strengthen democratic values. Civic education should develop learners’ intellectual skills such as analysis, evaluation, synthesis, multiple perspectives, critical thinking, and in-depth understanding of political, social, and economic issues. “Recent political events and the attention to world-wide issues have opened the door to
increased focus on citizenship, rights and responsibilities, comparative governments, the role of religion, foreign and domestic policy, global responsibility, and the need for understanding from multiple cultural and economic perspectives and Service learning, with a civic mission focus, has become a mainstay in many school programs” (Kidwell, 2005:16).

In modern education, civic courses apply textbook content knowledge to real life situations. The Civic Mission of Schools (2003) urged that educators to develop civics programs that enable students to apply what they learn through performing community service that is linked to the formal curriculum and classroom instruction. In support of this Goodrow, et al, (2001) attest that Curriculum development is a process and rests in part on the status of the community-campus partnership and as the needs of the community become more clear, and the experience of the faculty and students evolves, the curriculum will be greatly enhanced. The researchers who developed the model that guided Civic Education recognized the importance of students’ daily lives in their social, civic, and political contexts (Torney-Purta et al., 2001) linked between the school and its community represent an opportunity for motivating student participation in activities related to civic and citizenship education and for offering students real opportunities for exercising the skills and competencies necessary for democratic civic engagement. Branson (1998) contends that Community service should bring students into direct contact with government at every level and with sectors of civil society appropriate to their study of civics and government. Students should go out into the community to observe, to interview, to contribute their time and talents in the interest of the common good. Members of the community-government officials, civic leaders, and other knowledgeable persons-should be invited into schools to share their insights and expertise with students.

Good civic education seeks to develop competence in explaining and analysing. If citizens can explain how something should work, for example the American federal system, the legal system, or the system of checks and balances, they will be more able to detect and help correct malfunctions. Citizens also need to be able to analyse such things as the components and consequences of ideas, social, political, or economic processes, and institutions. The ability to analyse enables one to distinguish between fact and opinion or between means and ends. It also helps the citizen to clarify responsibilities such as those
between personal and public responsibilities or those between elected or appointed officials and citizens.

In a self-governing society citizens are decision-makers. They need, therefore, to develop and continue to improve their skills of evaluating, taking, and defending positions. These skills are essential if citizens are to assess issues on the public agenda, to make judgments about issues and to discuss their assessment with others in public or private. In reflecting Nyerere’s understand and value of SL, Nkulu (2005) like Dewey and Nyerere hoped that combining critical analysis with positive action would not only ascertain the link between education and real issues, but also help to solve the problems of society. Both Dewey and Nyerere hoped education would enable individuals to understand and to relate to the world in which they live with the purpose of contributing to its transformation for the better.

In addition to the acquisition of knowledge and intellectual skills, education for citizenship in a democratic society must focus on skills that are required for informed, effective, and responsible participation in the political process and in civil society. Torney-Purta et al., (2001) in their ‘Citizenship and education in twenty-eight countries’ identified and categorised skills necessary for effective SL as interacting, monitoring, and influencing and further elaborated as follow: Interacting pertains to the skills citizens need to communicate and to work cooperatively with others. To interact is to be responsive to one's fellow citizens. To interact is to question, to answer, and to deliberate with civility, as well as to build coalitions and to manage conflict in a fair, peaceful manner. Monitoring politics and government refers to the skills citizens need to track the handling of issues by the political process and by government. Monitoring also means the exercising of oversight or "watchdog" functions on the part of citizens. Finally, the participatory skill of influencing refers to the capacity to affect the processes of politics and governance, both the formal and the informal processes of governance in the community.

It is essential that the development of participatory skills begins in the earliest grades and that it continues throughout the course of schooling. The youngest pupils can learn to interact in small groups or committees, to pool information, exchange opinions or formulate plans of action commensurate with their maturity. Torney-Purta et al., (2001) in addition pupils can learn to listen attentively, to question effectively, and to manage
conflicts through mediation, compromise, or consensus-building to enhance Service-Learning.

Older pupils can and should be expected to develop the skills of monitoring and influencing public policy. They should learn to research public issues using electronic resources, libraries, the telephone, personal contacts, and the media. Attendance at public meetings ranging from student councils to school boards, city councils, zoning commissions, and legislative hearings ought to be a required part of every high school student's experience. Schulz, et al (2008) in their research ‘International civic and citizenship education study: Assessment framework’ emphasised that observation of the courts and exposure to the workings of the judicial system also ought to be a required part of their civic education. Observation in and of itself is not sufficient, as pupils not only need to be prepared for such experiences, they need well planned, structured opportunities to reflect on their experiences under the guidance of knowledgeable and skilful mentors within school and outside classroom to reach out to the community where they are part.

Gonzalez, (2009) argued that if citizens are to influence the course of political life and the public policies adopted, they need to expand their repertoire of participatory skills and service learning should be at the centre stage of shaping the shift. Voting certainly is an important means of exerting influence; but it is not the only means. Again, Gonzalez, (2009) was of the view that citizens also need to learn to use such means as petitioning, speaking, or testifying before public bodies, joining ad-hoc advocacy groups, and forming coalitions and improve public deliberation skills. Like the skills of interacting and monitoring, the skill of influencing can and should be systematically developed to effectively discuss debate, analyse and defend one’s position on public and private domain issues.

Nowhere is there a better site for political or democratic action than the school itself, the students’ own community, (Dewey, 1916). Creating a democratic culture within the schools not only facilitates preparing students for democratic participation in the political system, but it also fosters a democratic environment that shapes the relationships with adults and among peers that the students already engage in. To Dewey “Students learn much more from the way a school is run. Dewey (1916) emphasised the role of schools in developing citizens that have the proper democratic disposition and participatory skills necessary to act for the common good. This has become true to Zambia by making civic education
compulsory to all senior grades so that pupils learn civic virtues, civic participation, critical thinking, patriotism and diversity as well as interacting with the complexity of the social reality. In addition scholars such as Kymlicka and Norman, (1994) argue that any debate regarding citizenship must relate to the social and cultural plurality of citizenship that characterizes our time.

Within the respectful environment of the classroom, students require opportunities to learn about the multiple perspectives related to controversial issues, debate these perspectives in a collaborative framework, formulate opinions, and, possibly, take action based on these opinions (Levin, 1998; Osler and Starkey, 2005). As demonstrated by the vignette that began this discussion, informed decision-making requires a critical investigation into our pupils’ assumptions and expectations to achieve holistic citizenship and eventually achieve the objectives of civic education. For citizenship education to flourish teachers and curriculum should adopt teaching pedagogies that are more transformative, interactive and dialogue orientated. As described by Giroux and McLaren (1986), ensuring classroom-community collaboration, beyond strengthening students’ ability to work together, provides a much needed opportunity for equality that extends beyond the classroom. Therefore, an outward-looking classroom provides a curriculum that introduces students to varied aspects of their community, utilizes methods that emphasize critical interactions with a variety of community individuals and groups, and provides a context that can empower students within their communities, both locally and globally.

2.5 Public deliberations encourage good citizenship

In 2003, over 50 respected civic education experts, policymakers and practitioners issued a national report titled The Civic Mission of Schools (Centre for Information and Research on Civic Learning and Engagement, and Carnegie Corporation of New York). This report called for schools to reengage in preparing students for effective, principled citizenship. According to the report, American schools today offer far fewer opportunities for students to learn about their roles as citizens in a democracy than students received three decades ago (The Civic Mission of Schools, 2003). Limited budgets, fear of criticism or litigation among teachers for addressing controversial issues, and an increased emphasis on testing and accountability have contributed to this decline. At the same time, civic engagement, especially among young people, has declined significantly since the right to vote was given to 18-year-olds in the early 1970s. The report offers six recommended strategies to
reinvigorate civic education, including service-learning (Education Commission of the States, 2004):

1. Provide instruction in government, history, law and democracy
2. Incorporate discussion of current local, national and international issues and events in the classroom, particularly those that young people view as important to their lives
3. Provide students with the opportunity to apply what they learn through performing community service that is linked to the formal curriculum and classroom instruction
4. Offer extracurricular activities that provide opportunities for young people to get involved in their schools or communities
5. Encourage student participation in school governance
6. Encourage student participation in simulations of democratic processes and procedures.

Since the new statute does not specify the content of the required government course, it offers an opportunity for districts to use service-learning to help students understand how government works and how important public policy decisions are made. In most civics courses, students learn about the structure of government, principles of democracy and the rights and responsibilities of citizens. But civics also should provide students with opportunities to learn how government provides services that meet citizens’ needs, how citizens (including students) can influence the decisions public officials make and how they can take action when existing public policies do not meet citizens’ needs. Service-learning is an ideal strategy for teaching these concepts.

Service-learning can involve students directly in addressing community problems and improving the community through activities such as community clean-ups, food drives, peer tutoring and other one-time projects (Education Commission of the States, 2004). But if students wish to create lasting change in their communities, they will probably need to work with local officials, and they will need some understanding of how local public policy decisions are made. Students will need to learn who has responsibility for making rules or decisions about the issues with which they are concerned and how to access those officials. Students also will need to know how local public policy decisions are influenced by existing laws and decisions made at higher levels of government such as the state or federal government. Students can gain a great deal of content knowledge about civics and government through traditional classroom instruction, but civic skills must be practiced. Some of these skills, such as writing letters, debating issues or making presentations, can
take place in the classroom. But the effectiveness of classroom exercises is limited because students know they are not real. In the classroom, for example, students do not have to worry much about making mistakes or having their arguments challenged by public officials or other citizens.

In contrast, when students are involved in projects that have real consequences for themselves, their families and friends, and when they know the community is watching, they work harder and learn more. Service-learning provides students with opportunities for “authentic learning” or problem-solving activities that incorporate “real-life questions and issues in a format that encourages collaborative effort, dialogue with informed expert sources, and generalization to broader ideas and application” (Christensen 1995). Civic education should cultivate the knowledge, skills and dispositions (or attitudes) needed to be an effective, engaged citizen. Yet most civics and government classroom instruction emphasizes civic knowledge, with much less focus on skills and dispositions. Most state civics standards reflect a similar orientation. Service-learning can provide a way to correct this unbalanced approach to civics instruction. In a recent review of the literature on service-learning, Billig (2004) concluded that when implemented properly, service-learning can have positive results for students, particularly in the domains of civic skills and dispositions.

The future of our republic and the world over depends on whether or not the next generation is prepared for informed and engaged democratic citizenship. Like the pedagogy of popular education developed by the Brazilian educator Paulo Freire (1972), service learning connects personal and political transformation. Students transform themselves into citizens and their society into one that welcomes and promotes active citizenship. Citizenship requires both knowledge about government and the ability to be involved in governance. It means knowing how to identify and inform yourself about issues, explore and evaluate possible solutions, and then act to resolve problems. It demands that you know how to interact respectfully with others. And it asks that you accept responsibility for meeting your community’s and the nation’s challenges. Participation can take many forms, and there are numerous ways in which students, families and communities can make a difference. Voting is one of our most important rights and responsibilities, but registering to vote and voting on Election Day are not enough. The health of our democracy depends on our schools producing informed voters.
and community members who value the importance of civic life. Civic engagement includes speaking to the school board, writing to congressional representatives, serving on a jury, collaborating with neighbours on local improvement projects, understanding and debating current events and helping others.

Consistent with the working definition of service-learning developed for this study, “a pedagogical model that intentionally integrates academic learning and relevant community service,” service learning as a pedagogy for citizenship integrates the academic study of democracy and the experience of democratic community service. The guiding principle behind the Democracy Project is that “the only truly effective education system for democracy is democracy, democratic action itself” (Lummis, 1996: 37). Through reflection upon the experience of democratic action, students are encouraged to expand the meaning of citizenship to include acting in a way that recognizes and promotes the citizenship of everyone.

Throughout this study, Service-learning as pedagogy for citizenship shows students that each of them can make a difference. Service learning increases their confidence as citizens, but not because their every experience of collective action is successful. Practicing democracy in the community, in a community organization, and in a classroom “community” is hard work and sometimes frustrating. However, service learning teaches students and their teachers how to learn from mistakes by engaging in a continuous sequence of action and reflection. Ultimately, the success of the Democracy Project will be measured by the extent to which its graduates continue to learn through service as they practice citizenship throughout the rest of their lives.

2.6 Implementation of service-learning in public education

Research done by Scales and Roehlkepartain (2005) concluded that while service-learning programs have the capacity to enhance academic achievement, personal development, and social responsibility, school and local community climate and dynamics are vital in creating successful educational experiences. The National Service-Learning Clearinghouse (2002) created a list that outlines the basis for effective service-learning programs. The following “hallmarks of effective service programs” are suggested to provide valuable service, build civic skills, and increase student achievement:
Service activities should be of sustained or significant duration. Program experience suggests that a minimum of 40 hours over a school year (or 20 per semester) is necessary to yield positive results for students and the community. Teachers or after-school program coordinators or sponsors need to work with students in order to draw the connections between what the students are doing and what they should be learning. Even if service activities are conducted outside of class, it is important that the project have clear and specific learning objectives. The service that students perform should have a strong connection to the curriculum they are studying or to their after-school activities. The relationship between service and democratic practices, ideas, and history should be made explicit in order that students see service as a civic responsibility.

Project participants should be given time to reflect on their service. That may involve asking students to keep a journal, or having teachers and organizers lead discussions or coordinate activities that get participants to analyze and think critically about their service. These activities need to be planned, not left to chance. Students should have a role not only in executing the service project, but also in making decisions about its development. Students should be involved in leadership roles in all phases of the project. In order to ensure that service is really useful and strengthens community ties, strong partnerships with community groups based on mutually agreed upon goals, roles, and responsibilities are essential (The National Service-Learning Clearinghouse, 2002).

Gutmann (1987:288) reminds us that a primary purpose of the public education system in the United States was ‘to give all children an education adequate to take advantage of their political status as citizens’. Service-learning is a proven civic education practice that extends learning into the community and builds a strong sense of agency among young people. Service-learning is a teaching strategy that connects classroom curriculum with service projects. Promoting a spirit of volunteerism and community service is often the pathway for drawing young people into their community (Wuthnow, 1991; Coles, 1993; Lisman, 1998). Service-learning engages students in projects that serve the community while building social, civic, and academic skills.

To be able to identify and advocate the use of a valid instrument to capture service-learners’ sense of community service self-efficacy will only further assist educators and
policy makers to better understand the impact of service-learning programs while simultaneously being able to use the information to improve current programs for maximum impact. As Barber (1998) noted:

Serving others is not just a form of do-goodism or feel-goodism, it is a road to social responsibility and citizenship. When linked closely to classroom learning ... it is an ideal setting for bridging the gap between the classroom and the street, between the theory of democracy and it is much more obstreperous practice .... Service is an instrument of civic pedagogy .... In serving the community, the young forge commonality; in acknowledging difference, they bridge division; and in assuming individual responsibility, they nurture social citizenship.

Maurer and Christine (2014) insisted that service-learning requires the use of active learning methods that place the learner at the centre of the educational process and enable them to take responsibility for their own learning to experiment and learn about themselves. Such methods have been shown to make learning experiences richer and to have positive benefits for students in terms of improving their motivation with positive effects from their engagement with learning and long-term attainment. Thus teachers need the professional competencies to be able to guide students through the learning process rather than, as in traditional methods, communicating knowledge and information mainly through ‘chalk and talk’ (Mihai, 2014). They need the skills to be able to ensure the relevance of education to students’ learning needs and backgrounds and be able to support students in planning activity. The teacher’s role is especially important in the latter stage of activity-based learning, i.e. in the reflection and generalisation stages. Without the right support, students may not be able to draw lessons from their experiences. Further, Mihai, (2014) consented that in this setting, there is a fine balance to be found between too distant interventions that leave learners under-equipped to make the most of the experience and too much supervision which does not leave space for students to develop their independence.

Klymenko, (2014) assented that students need authentic, practical experiences and realistic learning environments as essential parts of active learning. Teachers need to have access to a varied new range of resources in order to build activities for students that are as true to life as possible, bringing the outside world into the school. This includes, for example, the resources to set up and manage a business-like project, to organize study
visits to companies or charities, or visits to schools by entrepreneurs. Brock and Cameron (1999) challenged both schools to become more open to their local communities and, in equal measure, businesses and the wider community in general to be willing to play an active and committed role in supporting teachers and schools in their endeavours. Changes to teacher education cannot take place in a vacuum if they are to be effective.

2.7 Summary of literature reviewed and identified gap

This chapter has discussed literature review and how scholars, schools, institution are now turning attention to service learning as the remedy to stimulate young people’s interest to create a cadre of citizens who are civic minded with civic engagement and responsibility. As the interest in service-learning extends across the globe, there is need to better understand the similarities and differences among continental practices and the various new emerging expressions of service-learning. In addition to looking for more contextualized paradigms to support service-learning, primary, secondary schools and higher education institutions should identify appropriate strategies and support from each sector of society (e.g., non-profit, business, government) to endorse and support this promising change in teaching and learning. Community service helps to promote and develop social responsibility and awareness and create civic-minded pupils and graduates who are committed to solve societal challenges with better approaches. Indeed, for service-learning to succeed, the idea of community service must be supported by public policy, curriculum and institutionalised it at all levels, institutions (schools and universities) are expected to engage with the community, so as to make SL part of the larger culture and transform society.

In light of the above reviewed literature, it is evident that studies conducted have mostly been concentrated on higher education and on teacher education. Moreover, the reviewed literatures have all indicated the positive influence of service-learning on pupils where such services are properly offered. However, little or no literature has indicated the use of service-learning in the teaching of civic Education in public secondary schools in Lusaka province of Zambia. This is despite a number of calls to switch on to active civic learning activities to stimulate critical and active citizenship among the youth both in urban and rural areas. Hence, this study tried to fill the above information gap.
CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.0 Overview

This chapter describes the methodology that was used in carrying out this study. The chapter is discussed under the following sub themes; research design, target population, study sample, sampling procedures, research instruments, data collection procedure, data analysis, ethical considerations and a summary to wrap it up.

3.1 Research Design

McMurray (1990) stated that research designs are a set of instructions to the researcher to gather and analyse data in such a way as to control whom and what to study. Therefore, a research design is a framework in the whole process of research aimed at pointing the researcher in the direction of that research. This research employed a cross sectional survey design in which the level of service-learning in the teaching of Civic Education in secondary schools was assessed. The essence of conducting a cross sectional study was to learn about characteristics such as knowledge, attitude and practices of teachers and learners concerning the level of service-learning in secondary schools in Lusaka province.

Babbie (2000) pointed out that a cross sectional study uses different groups of people who differ in the variable of interest but who share other characteristics such as socioeconomic status, educational background, and ethnicity. Cross-sectional studies are used in education, but this method is also utilized in many other areas including social sciences and developmental psychology. According to Burns and Grove (2003:201), descriptive research “is designed to provide a picture of a situation as it naturally happens”. It may be used to justify current practice and make judgment and also to develop theories. For the purpose of this study, descriptive research was used to obtain a picture of teachers’ and pupils’ opinions of teaching Service-Learning in Civic Education in secondary schools in Lusaka province.
3.2 Area of Study

The study was conducted in Lusaka province where three public secondary schools were selected purposively. Lusaka was selected being the first province to pioneer Civic Education at its inception in 2004 at senior secondary school level in Zambia. Three public secondary schools were sampled in Lusaka province as they pioneered Civic Education in 2004; a boys’ secondary school and two co-educational secondary schools to help and assess the teaching of service-learning in the Civic Education. Therefore, given its location and conducive environment for educational development, the researcher found that Lusaka could provide information for this study.

3.3 Target Population

Singh (2006) stated that a target population is an aggregate or totality of objects or individuals to which inferences during the study are made. It is also referred to as an entire group of persons or elements that have at least one thing in common. For the purpose of this study, the population included all Civic Education teachers, all pupils taking civic education and all Heads of Social Sciences departments from the three secondary schools of Lusaka province.

3.4 Study Sample and Sampling Procedure

3.4.1 Sample Size

The sample consisted of 96 respondents, distributed as follows: eighty four (84) pupils selected from three schools, nine (9) Civic Education teachers and three (3) head of department Social Sciences.

3.4.2 Sampling Techniques

Both purposive and systematic random sampling procedures were used. Civic Education Teachers and HoDs Social Sciences were selected purposively since the researcher considered that these had required information, government circulars, some policy documents and implement curriculum content in the province. Civic Education teachers were central for being involved in everyday classroom and community interactions with learners, parents, content knowledge and school management. The three schools were selected purposefully as they piloted Civic Education at senior level in Lusaka province as a result they had wider experience to share in this research. In selecting the participants’
attention was given to diversity with regard to gender, years of teaching experience, management experience (maximal variations and typical sampling). Kothari, (2004) stated that purposive sampling is considered more appropriate when the universe happens to be small and a known characteristic of it is to be studied intensively.

Pupils who participated in this study were selected using systematic random sampling. On average seven (7) pupils were selected from 4 classes from each school in this case the distinct classes of pupils in their twelfth grade who were taking Civic Education. Systematic random sampling can be taken as an improvement over a simple random sample in as much as the systematic sample is spread more evenly over the entire population (Kothari, 2004). It is an easier and less costly method of sampling and can be conveniently used even in case of large populations. Further, Singh, (2006) pointed out systematic random samples may be comprehensive and representative of the population and observations of the sample may be used for drawing conclusions and generalizations.

3.5 Data Collection Methods and Instruments

Data collection was by means of in-depth personal interviews (HoDs and teachers), focus group discussion (FGD) of 5 pupils from each school and questionnaires were administered to teachers and pupils. Heads of department, Civic Education teachers, and Civic Education pupils were engaged during January and February 2016. Heads of Social Sciences departments from the three selected secondary schools were given questionnaires and were also interviewed being the overseers of the learning and teaching process and that they were also familiar with educational policies, direct contact with school administration. Questionnaires were administered to the teachers as well as interviews while focus group discussion and questionnaires were administered to the pupils. One focus group of 5 pupils each from the three schools was conducted to stimulate discussion among the pupils.

The interviews and FGD were conducted in English. The interviews and FGD were digitally recorded and verbatim were transcribed. Reflective field notes were taken by the interviewer for the sake of triangulation.
3.5.1 Questionnaires

According to Kombo and Tromp (2006), a questionnaire is a research instrument that gathers data over a large sample. A self-administered questionnaire was distributed to 84 pupils in twelfth grade who were taking Civic education and 12 teachers of Civic education in selected secondary schools of Lusaka to collect quantitative data. The main essence of administering a self-completion questionnaire to pupils and teachers was to assess the teaching of service-learning in Civic Education in secondary schools in Lusaka province.

The questionnaires had four sections (see Appendix: 1 and 2). Section A dealt with social demographic information and section B contained statements regarding pedagogies and practices that could enhance service-learning. To achieve that, 9 related statements based on a 4-point Likert scale ranging from 1 to 4, with 4 representing the extreme positive perception and 1 representing the extreme negative perception of all responses were prepared. Respondents were availed with the questionnaire for grading to determine each one’s level of agreement with the statement. The rankings were categorized as follows: 1= never 2= rarely 3= sometimes 4= often. Teachers and pupils therefore, graded each statement by means of ticking one of the four (4) rankings appearing next to it. Section C of the questionnaire sought to address teacher’s competency in engaging active civic learning methods. The rankings were categorized as follows: 1= not at all 2= rare occasion 3= frequent 4= very frequent. Section D had statements on pupils’ level of involvement in public deliberations. The rankings were categorized as follows: 1= never 2= partial 3= strong 4= very strong; where 1 is the weakest and 4 is the strongest.

3.5.2 Interview Schedules

An interview as a method of data gathering refers to the questions which are asked to the respondents orally (Kombo and Tromp, 2006). It consists of a written list of questions or topics that need to be covered by the interviewer. In this study, to collect qualitative data, semi-structured interviews (Appendix 3) were administered to HoDs Social Sciences and teachers of Civic Education to crosscheck other teachers’ responses in the questionnaires. According to Kombo and Tromp (2006) semi-structured interviews are interviews based on the use of an interview guide. Simply put, an interview guide is a written list of questions or topics that need to be covered by the interview. Using the interview guide, one-on-one interviews were conducted to include 6 teachers of Civic Education and 3
HoDs Social Sciences and were tape-recorded to collect data on assessment of teaching of service-learning in teaching Civic Education in selected secondary schools.

3.5.3 Focus group Discussion Schedule

This method was used to solicit information from pupils. The focus group discussion guide had two sections A and B. Section A addressed objectives 1 and 2 on practices and teacher competency respectively (see Appendix 4) while Section B was centred on pupils’ public deliberations. After discussions the pupils were asked to individually write short informative paragraphs on their perceptions on service-learning, particularly with the intention of fully expressing what they could not say in groups due to fear.

3.6 Validity and Reliability

Issues of validity and reliability were also addressed throughout the study process. Validity is concerned with the integrity of the conclusions that are generated from a piece of research (Bryman, 2008:3). Validity in this regard entails the extent to which an instrument fairly and comprehensively represents the factors under study (Cohen et al., 2007). It has to do with the accuracy and precision of data, and whether a study can yield the same results when repeated. Validity examines the extent to which the results of the study could be generalised to the real world (Bless and Achola, 1988). At the same time, all the research instruments to do with qualitative data were personally administered by the researcher who ensured that probes, clarifications and follow-up questions were addressed but also contact numbers (of the researcher) were put on self-administered questionnaires that dealt with quantitative data see appendix 1 and 2). Recording of the interviews also helped in further strengthening the trustworthiness of data by ensuring that data was not distorted.

Reliability is concerned with the consistency of the results obtained from a measuring instrument. According to Bless and Achola (1988), reliability is concerned with the degree of consistency to which a particular measuring procedure gives equivalent results over a number of repeated trials. It depends on the trustworthiness of the research instruments, whether a research instrument is consistent and able to generate the same data when repeated several times. To ensure that the research instruments remained consistent, all the instruments were piloted so that corrections and modifications could be made. In this case, the quantitative and qualitative data sets complement each other and provided for the triangulation of findings, hence greater validity and reliability of the emerging inferences.
Multiple methods of data collection validate research. This is so because methods complement each other with no overlapping weaknesses (Brewer and Patton, 2002). Combination of methods ensures that inconsistencies are removed and thus valid and reliable data emerges (Patton, 1990). Member checking was also used to enhance the study. Member checking (if something are not understood during the interviews, the researcher should go back to the participants to confirm the meaning that was made out of it) could be also used to strengthen the study (Nieuwenhuis, 2007).

3.7 Data Analysis

The study employed both qualitative and quantitative techniques in collecting and analysing data. The study involved three data collection techniques, namely questionnaires, interviews and focus group discussion. Quantitative data sets were analysed using descriptive statistics and group comparisons between teachers and pupils on how they viewed or perceived teaching of service-learning in Civic Education. From the final dataset, descriptive statistics were generated, and comparisons were made between teachers and pupils who teaching and learning Civic Education. Qualitative data sets were coded and transcribed according to the emerging themes. Data analysis refers to examining what has been collected in a survey or experiment and making deductions and inferences (Kombo and Tromp, 2006). Descriptive statistics were used to analyse quantitative data sets while emerging themes were used to analyse qualitative data. Descriptive research involves gathering data that describe events and then organizes, tabulates, depicts, and describes the data collected (Glass and Hopkins, 1984). It often uses visual aids such as graphs and charts to aid the reader in understanding the data distribution.

3.7.1 Quantitative Data Analysis

Quantitative data were collected through a questionnaire. The data from 84 questionnaires collected, were entered on the data entry screen created on the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 20.0 software. SPSS software facilitated for accuracy and speedy entry of data from questionnaires as well as analysis of the responses. Descriptive statistics in form of frequency tables, means, standard deviation and charts were generated using SPSS Software and excel and group comparisons were made.
3.7.2 Qualitative Data Analysis

Objectives were used to reduce, condense and group the content of the interviews and FGD. Rich, thick descriptions allow readers to make decisions regarding transferability. The researcher worked through all the data and coded using emerging themes. Related codes thereafter were organised into the pre-set categories. After completing the categorisation, the researcher, re-read the transcriptions to check whether all the important insights that had emerged from the data were captured. The detailed descriptions may enable the readers to transfer information to other settings and thus determine whether the findings can be transferred (Creswell, 2008).

Qualitative data from semi-structured interviews and FGD were collected, transcribed and coded into themes and sub-themes that emerged through thematic analysis. This was done by carefully listening to the recorded conversations in order to interpret, reduce and code key responses into major and sub-themes that emerged for later discussion. This was done in the light of the research questions at hand. Some responses were also isolated to be used as original quotes for verbatim to highlight important findings of the study.

3.8 Delimitation

This study was conducted in three selected public secondary schools in Lusaka province. The schools were Libala, Arakan boys and Chongwe Secondary Schools.

3.9 Limitations

The study was only conducted in three public secondary schools therefore results from this study may not be generalized to represent all secondary schools in Lusaka province. However, it is hoped that the results of this study has given an insight of what the picture is like in public secondary schools concerning service-learning in the teaching of Civic Education.

3.10 Ethical Considerations

Singh (2006) cautioned that a researcher should not mention the name of subjects anywhere in the report and if possible names of institutions where sample subjects have selected for data collection should not be mentioned even in the appendix. Instead, the code number should be used for this purpose. Singh further pointed out that as a general
rule, the researcher must respect the human sample subjects selected in his/her specific research study.

The following points were considered in process of data collection and report:

1. The researcher protected the dignity and welfare of human sample subjects.
2. The human sample subjects’ freedom to decline participation was respected, and the confidentiality of research was maintained.
3. The researcher guarded against violation or invasion of privacy.

Hence, permission to carry out the research was obtained from the Provincial Education Officer (PEO) in Lusaka (see appendix 5). Before going in the field for data collection, permission was requested from UNZA Ethics Committee and an introductory letter from the Assistant Dean Post Graduate in the School of Education was given (see appendix 7). Each of the interviewee received a consent letter of permission see appendix 6). As the appointments were made for the interviews, in each case, a brief explanation of the aim of the study, as well as a tentative interview schedule were given.

The interviewees were also informed that information from the participants would be kept confidential and only for academic purposes. Since the principle of anonymity is linked with confidentiality, the participants were also assured that their names, as well as their schools would not be disclosed or identified. At the beginning of the interviews permission were always sought from the participants to record the interviews with a promise that the audiotapes would be destroyed at the end of the research and that there was no other risks involved in participating in this study apart from time taken for interviews and answering the questionnaires.

3.11 Summary

This chapter presented the research methodology that was used in this study. It covered the research design, target population, study sample, sampling procedures, data collection, data analysis and ethical considerations. The following chapter presents presentation of findings.
CHAPTER FOUR
PRESENTATION OF RESEARCH FINDINGS

4.0 Overview

This chapter presents the findings of the study which aimed at assessing service-learning in the teaching of Civic Education in three selected secondary schools in Lusaka province. The findings were presented based on the objectives of the study which were: to investigate pedagogical approaches and practices which enhance service-learning in the teaching of civic education in secondary schools; to establish whether teachers are competent enough to apply service-learning methodology in the teaching of civic education in secondary schools; to investigate the application of some essential competencies for public deliberations in service-learning among the pupils. The findings from the pupils were presented alongside those from Civic Education teachers and heads of department social sciences. While actual words said by respondents were used as much as possible in the descriptions, other words have been paraphrased. Both qualitative and quantitative data sets were presented in tables and figures.

4.1 Demographics of the Respondents

As a reminder, this section presented the demographics of the respondents who took part in this study. In order to have a clear picture of the sample observed, a background check was important to explore the necessary demographics that were captured in the questionnaires such as gender, age and length in service.

*Table 4.1: Frequency and percentage distribution of teachers according to gender and age group*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>f</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender (n=12)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age group (n=12)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-36</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37-47</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.1 shows that 42% of the sampled teachers were male while the remaining 58% were females. There were more female teachers than the males. Further it shows the age group of teachers as 26-36 years and 37-47 years with frequencies 4 and 8 respectively.

Figure 4.1: Teachers’ length in Service
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Figure 4.1 depicts the number of years that a teacher had spent in service. During the time the research was conducted 2 teachers had spent 1-5 years in the teaching service, 4 teachers had spent 6-10 years, 2 teachers had spent 11-16 years, and 4 teachers had spent 17 years and more in the teaching service. This indicated that the respondents had long experience in teaching Civic Education to attest service-learning in secondary schools.

Table 4.2: Frequency and percentage distribution of pupils according to gender and age group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>f</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender (n=84)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age group (n=84)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-22</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>79.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 and above</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.2 shows the gender distribution of the pupil participants, it can be observed that out of the total of 84, 56% were males, and 44% were females. It is also observable that this represents a 100% response to this question. From the same table, a frequency of 67 pupil respondents were between the age range 17-22 years, 14 were between 11-16 years, while 3 were 23 years and above. The majority of pupil respondents were 17-22 who are active in social, political and public issues hence can give credible information on the level of service- learning in secondary schools.

4.2 Pedagogical approaches and practices

As earlier mentioned, at the beginning of this chapter, research question one sought to investigate pedagogical approaches and practices which enhanced service-learning in the teaching of civic education in secondary schools in Lusaka province. A number of statements were given to help answer this question in tabular form (see appendix 1 and 2). This question was very important in that it sought to address classroom and outside classroom interactions between teachers and pupils. The respondents were asked to rate the statements in table using the likert scale of: 1= Never, 2= Rarely, 3=Sometimes, 4=Often. The findings for methodological approaches are presented in table 4.3 on the next page.
In response to this question the following were the results from data analysed using SPSS from 84 pupils and 12 teachers (respondents) respectively;

Table 4.3: Means and Standard deviation of pupils on approaches in the teaching of service-learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teaching methods stimulate students politically, socially, civic participation in wider community and school</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>0.894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers encourage pupils to make up their own minds</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>0.827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers encourage pupils to express their opinions</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>0.818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pupils express opinions in class with different views from most of other learners</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers encourage pupils to discuss issues with people with different opinion</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>1.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher present several sides of the issues when explaining them in class</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>1.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schools provide secure environment and encourage pupils to express opinions, debate and practice decision making</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>1.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pupils use skills of identifying and describing, explaining and analysing, and evaluating, taking, and defending public issue positions</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>1.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pupils develop and continue improving skills of evaluating, taking, and defending positions</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>1.073</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: 1= Never, 2= Rarely, 3=Sometimes, 4=Often

In response to question 1, 9 statements were given to pupils in the questionnaire (see appendix 2). Table 4.3 show the generated mean and standard deviation of the questions under the first objective. From the mean shown above most frequencies were concentrated on the response of sometimes. The value range was from ‘Never (1)’ to ‘Often’ (4). The scores of ‘never’ to ‘rarely’ have been taken to present a variable which had mean score of 0 to 2.5 on the continuous likert type scale; (0≤ mean ≤2.5). The scores of ‘sometimes’ to ‘often’ have been taken to represent a variable with a mean score of 2.6 to 4 on the
continuous Likert scale: (2.6≤mean ≥4) and a standard deviation of >1 implies a significant difference on the impact of the variable among respondents. The results in table 4.3 indicate that in most times; teaching methods stimulated students politically and socially. Teachers encouraged pupils to make up their own minds, Teachers encouraged pupils to discuss issues with people with different opinion, and Pupils expressed opinions in class with different views from most of other learners. These responses did not occur with variation among the responses since their standard deviations are less than one (1). The remaining statements were at least frequently done, however there was much variation in the responses as indicated by the standard deviation which are more than one (1). This means that a good number of responses also indicated otherwise. Table 4.4 on the next page shows teachers responses on pedagogical approaches and practices used in the teaching of service-learning
### Table 4.4: Teachers Responses on pedagogical approaches and practices used in the teaching of service-learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pedagogies and practices that enhances service learning (N=12)</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teaching methods stimulate students politically, socially, civic participation in wider community and school</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>0.515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers encourage pupils to make up their own minds or own decisions</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers encourage pupils to express their opinions</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>0.515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pupils express opinions in class with different views from most of other learners</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>0.866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers encourage pupils to discuss issues with people with different opinion</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>0.982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher present several sides of the issues when explaining them in class</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>0.515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schools provide secure environment and encourage pupils to express opinions, debate and practice decision making</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pupils use skills of identifying and describing, explaining and analysing, and evaluating, taking, and defending public issue positions</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>0.622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pupils develop and continue improving skills of evaluating, taking, and defending positions</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>0.452</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4 shows the teachers responses to the pedagogical approaches used in service learning. The value range was from ‘Never (1)’ to ‘Often’ (4). The scores of ‘never’ to ‘rarely’ have been taken to present a variable which had mean score of 0 to 2.5 on the continuous likert type scale; (0≤ mean ≤2.5). The scores of ‘sometimes’ to ‘often’ have
been taken to represent a variable with a mean score of 2.6 to 4 on the continuous Likert scale: \(2.6 \leq \text{mean} \geq 4\) and a standard deviation of \(>1\) implies a significant difference on the impact of the variable among respondents. The results in table 4.4 indicates that in most times; Teaching methods stimulated students politically, socially, Teachers encouraged pupils to make up their own minds, Teachers encouraged pupils to discuss issues with people with different opinions, Pupils expressed opinions in class with different views from most of other learners. These responses did not occur with variation among the responses since their standard deviations were less than one \((1)\). Generally most teachers indicated either sometimes and often to most questions. Teachers felt that they at sometimes and often pupils developed skills for evaluating defend public issues, and they expressed their opinion in class.

The next section presents the interviewees’ perceptions and views on pedagogical approaches and practices in use for service learning. A number of questions were asked to teachers and HoDs from the interview schedule for HoDs and Teachers (see appendix 3) and Focus Group Interview Schedule for Pupils (see appendix 4). In response to the first research question the following themes or issues emerged;

4.2.1 **Interest in civic participation in the wider community and at school**

In trying to find out whether the teaching methods stimulate pupils’ interest in political and social issues, civic participation in the wider community and at school, one male pupil said;

Yes to some extent in that we as civic education pupils are active in following the happenings in the political arena except that school conditions and home condition normally do not encourage participating in active political issues at secondary school level. He went to say that the best is to teach us how to actively participate and influence change if necessary so that leadership skills are cultivated at the tender age.

For service-learning to be meaningful and valued in society, methods of teaching employed by the teachers should capture pupils’ interest in political, economic and social issues so that learners are able to participate in civic matters affecting society. One HoD said that;
Most pupils are active and willing to participate in civic matters that concern them. Some pupils are even in voluntary group very geared to help solve societal challenges. Public school must be a place where parents want to send their kids, teachers want to teach and children want to learn. There is need to fulfil the collective obligation to help all children succeed by making public schools the centre of the community and fulfils their purpose as an anchor of democracy and a propeller of economy through service-learning to achieve public goals and solve public problems. Institutions of learning should take seriously the goal of civic education and engagement, to ensure life-long, active citizenship and, ultimately the long-term health of democracies.

4.2.2 Providing a secure school environment

When asked whether schools provided a secure environment where pupils are encouraged to express opinion, to debate, to practice decision making and or bring up current political events for discussion in class, one pupil said that;

We are not allowed to discuss current political happenings in class however, we are allowed to take part in decision making mostly through our representatives like prefects, monitors or sometimes we are directly involved especially if the issue is agent and sensitive such as to do we poor sanitation or keeping the school premises clean and tidy.

A secure political and social environment in school was very important to achieve service-learning where democratic principles are upheld. In reference to this, one teacher said that;

Most schools do not allow open political discussion among pupils. Such approaches make pupils not to improve public engagement of elected official with pupils. Institutions of learning must be capable of giving learners the necessary competences to face the challenges of the new millennium, together with an awareness of shared values and belonging to a common social and cultural space.

In connection with whether schools provided a secure environment where pupils were encouraged to express opinion, to debate, to practice decision making and or bring up current political events for discussion in class. Another pupil attested that;

They were punished severely for bring a political debate in class when the teacher did not come for the lesson. Sometimes even teachers fear to teach controversial issues or topics especially those bordering on political, social issues affecting citizens.
4.2.3 Skills of evaluating, taking, and defending positions

Teachers should be preoccupied with fostering skills of evaluating, taking, and defending positions among the learners so as to activate critical mind for civic engagement. When asked whether pupils had skills of evaluating, taking and defending positions, one teacher during interviews suggested that;

It would be of help to pupils to create an award or scholarship for outstanding achievement in civic education and encourage programmes such as junior president on Zambia National Broadcasting Corporation (ZNBC) and sites like www.africanleadershipacademy.org as they build confidence when talking in public, make critical reflections, tolerance as well as enhancing the philosophy of common good and co-existence. Besides there must be need to talk to legislators about increasing funding and other support for civic education and advocate for bills supporting civic learning.

Character development in civic skills and dispositions require systematic training and preparation for someone to function properly. One HoD pointed out that;

As teachers we need to understand that skills such as public speaking, taking and defending positions do not just come automatically in human beings. Hence, there is need to teach them to our learners at every level of education ladder to prepare them for societal challenges.

Following up whether pupils were adequately prepared to speak in public, debate and question authorities, one pupil suggested that;

Debate, discussions, quiz and mock trials can greatly contribute and increase pupils’ efficacy in public speaking, questioning and defending positions. Also learn democratic values such as compromise, respecting other people’s views at all costs. Otherwise there is need to greatly improve in this area in that most of us were not that competent.

When following whether teachers guided Pupils to develop and continue to improve their skills of evaluating, taking, and defending positions, one teacher said that;
A strong agenda is not yet created to determine the level of and set goals for the renewal of students’ civic learning and preparation in schools and colleges. It is important that we do more to prepare school children for their life beyond the classroom and for the role that they will have to play as citizens of this country.

When asked whether service-learning was a popular method in the teaching of Civic education in secondary schools, one HoD suggested that:

Service-learning was not yet sustained in schools hence systematic attention must be paid in the elementary and secondary school curricula so that a solid foundation in made from the tender age through colleges and universities. We cannot assume that civic knowledge, capacities, and commitments follow automatically from completing high school, crossing the finish line in college, or entering the workforce. We the Educators need to intentionally foster this kind of learning in our students.

The conclusion drawn from the results obtained from questionnaires, interview schedule and focus group interview schedule on the variable investigate pedagogical approaches and practices that enhance service-learning in the teaching of civic education in secondary schools in Lusaka province show favourable interaction between teachers and pupils. As regards to the qualitative data some respondents felt that school need to be more democratic to allow pupils have either formal or informal political discussion affecting them in school environment. Even the verbatim illustrated above attest to this fact.

4.3 Teacher competency in engaging service-learning methods

The second research question of this study was to find out teacher competency in applying service-learning methods in the teaching of civic education in secondary schools. Several statements in the questionnaires were given to both teachers and pupils about the teacher competency in applying service-learning for active Civic Education learning. A comparative analysis is done later to show whether there would be the differences between teachers’ and pupils’ views on teacher competency in engaging Service-Learning methods.
Table 4.5: Pupils’ responses on teacher competency in engaging service-learning methods in the teaching of civic education in secondary schools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher Competence in active civic learning methods</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oral reports by learners</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drama/role playing in small groups</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual projects</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>1.141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group projects</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>1.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry-Guided learning</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>1.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class discussion</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>1.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation by learners panel from the class</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>1.069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allow debate on current issues by students from class</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of summaries by students</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>0.857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>0.846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case studies</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>0.885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical thinking</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>1.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecture strategies</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>1.109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem-solving</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>1.151</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1= Not at all, 2= Rare Occasions, 3= Frequently, 4= Very Frequently.

The value range was from ‘not at all (1)’ to ‘very frequently’ (4). The scores of ‘not at all’ to ‘rare occasions have been taken to present a variable which had mean scores of 0 to 2.5 on the continuous likert scale; (0≤ mean ≤2.5). The scores of ‘frequently’ to ‘very frequently’ have been taken to represent a variable with a mean score of 2.6 to 4 on the continuous Likert scale; (2.6≤mean ≥4) and a standard deviation of >1 implies a significant difference on the impact of the variable among respondents. The results in table 4.5 indicates that on rare occasions all the indicated most listed activities were occasionally
done in exception of class discussions that had a mean of 2.9 indicating that it was frequently done. However most means had a standard deviation of more than one indicating that in some instances divergent views existed from the expected notion of responses. Apart from class discussions the pupils indicated that most of the strategies were rarely or sometimes never used at all. It is important to note that problem solving showed a mixed view.

*Table 4.6: Teachers’ responses on teacher competency in applying service-learning methodology in the teaching of civic education in secondary schools*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher Competence in active civic learning methods</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oral reports by learners</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>0.866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drama/role playing in small groups</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual projects</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>0.515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group projects</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>0.996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry-Guided learning</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>0.793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class discussion</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>0.515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation by learners panel from the class</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>0.793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allow debate (informal) on current issues by students from class</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of summaries by students</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>0.835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case studies</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical thinking</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>0.515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecture strategies</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>0.937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem-solving</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The value range was from ‘never (1)’ to ‘very frequently’ (4). The scores of ‘not at all’ to ‘rare occasions’ have been taken to present a variable which had mean score of 0 to 2.5 on the continuous likert type scale; \((0 \leq \text{mean} \leq 2.5)\). The scores of ‘frequently’ to ‘very frequently’ have been taken to represent a variable with a mean score of 2.6 to 4 on the continuous Likert scale; \((2.6 \leq \text{mean} \geq 4)\) and a standard deviation of \(>1\) implies a significant difference on the impact of the variable among respondents. The results in table 4.6 indicate that case studies, interviews, summary construction, group and individual projects, and drama are activities that are rarely done in the school. This is because the means were less than or equal to 2.5 and variations from the mean were also minimal this was due to the standard deviations of values than one (1). The remaining activities were reported to be at least frequently done with the mean greater than 2.5 and less variations among the responses with standard deviation of less than one.

From table 4.6 teachers indicated that individual projects were rarely used. Class discussion and critical thinking were very frequently used according to the teachers. Lecture strategies, problem solving and inquiry-guided were frequently interviews; case studies and construction of summaries were rarely and sometimes not used by the teachers at all. While pupils indicated that active civic learning methods were not or rarely engaged by teachers for classroom instructions, teachers felt that most of the strategies were used.

The following section presents the interviewees’ perceptions and views on teacher competency for teaching of service-learning in Civic Education in secondary schools in Lusaka province. Teachers and pupils were asked several questions from the interview schedule and focus group interview schedule respectively.

### 4.3.1 Teacher competency in active civic learning methods

Active civic learning methods are at the centre of awakening service-learning among pupils of different ages. It is the obligation of the teacher to be tactful in employing such strategies as medium of instructions. With no doubt, one HoD confirmed that;

Methods such as interviews, case studies, construction of summaries, individual projects are not common among the teachers of civic education in most secondary schools. It is for this reason that Continuous Professional Development (CPD) should be strengthened to share experiences and knowledge on such issues affecting the delivery of quality education.
This view seemed to have been supported by pupils from the schools sampled who also felt that teachers rarely engaged participatory methods in lesson delivery. The male pupil being the class monitor attested that;

Lecture method dominate class activities as sometimes teachers even give me notes to write for my fellow pupils and in most cases such notes go unexplained by the teachers impacting negatively on knowledge acquisition and interest in the subject offered by such teachers. He went on to say that such approaches are a source of problems and noise from classes as pupils become easily bored with copying notes say for 80 minutes. But if pupils are actively involved such cases are kept to minimum.

From the focus group discussion, one female pupil said that;

When teachers involve us we remember information easily and gave an example when they acted a sketch on substance abuse adding that when asked about effects of substance abuse it would be easy to recall unlike lecture notes. Therefore, teachers should try to engage pupils actively in the learning process to achieve long life learning that leave impact in the learner. Active pupil engagement stimulates critical thinking, innovation and reflection to solve societal challenge.

4.3.2 Service-learning as a civic teaching methodology

In trying to find out whether teachers were competent enough to use service-learning as a civic teaching methodology, one female pupil pointed out that;

Mostly the commonly method used are discussion, lecture and question and answer while debate and parliament are rarely used by our teachers. She went on to that I do not remember any time the teacher used interview, case study, construction of summaries or oral reports.

When asked during FGD if service-learning was a popular method of teaching Civic education in secondary schools, one pupil reluctantly said that;

Not that prominent in that we as pupils only learn to pass examinations ‘kwasila’ finish’. The application part is not that emphasised by both our teachers and parents as long as you pass tests and examinations then it is a done deal.
Service-learning requires strong collaboration among stakeholders to implement and realise its benefits. In responding to whether teachers had competencies in using service-learning as a civic teaching method, one male teacher lamented that;

Lack of use of active civic learning methods was due to school arrangement concerning timetable of 40 minutes and afternoon classes adding that such methods require a lot of time and careful planning. He went on to say that there are less incentives to encourage us to actively engage participatory methods as school management every time complain that the school has no money but when it comes for sports huge sums of money are given.

The view that had just been expressed seemed to have been supported by a number of teachers in separate interviews. There is need for mutual collaboration among the school stakeholders to enhance and support service-learning in secondary schools. Another female teacher bitterly complained that;

School management do not help with necessary support to encourage teachers use active methods for example we see school buses going in town even for more than four (4) times a day but when we request for a bus for education tour or to attend a court session the answer is there is no fuel or no money. She further said such answers put the teachers off to actively employ active learning methods. It is evidently clear that even pupils get excited to move away from the usual classroom arrangement and concentration and knowledge retention is high when pupils are exposed to experiential learning within the community of practice or outside school premises.

The HoD with vast experience in teaching the subject also shared similar sentiments with other teachers on the use of interactive teaching methods. The HoDs had the following to say;

Our teachers face many problems during their work (low student learning motivation, inadequate experience of using interactive methods, the overloaded textbook is difficult for the students to understand, short teaching time, lack of materials and supplies, cooperation with local self-administrative bodies, communities are not supportive, the school principal and other administrators complain about the noise when we use interactive methods)

After cross-checking the data from teachers and pupils, responses were affirmatively agreeable that teachers did not or rarely engaged active civic learning methods in the
teaching of service-learning in secondary schools. While teachers had a fair rating of engaging such methods, pupils who are recipients of learning instructions clearly indicated in both quantitative and qualitative data sets that there was weak engagement of active learning methods in secondary schools. The fair rating among teachers could mean that they were aware of such methods but they were not engaging them as medium of instructions to the pupils.

### 4.4 Public Deliberations among Pupils

The third research question of this study was to; investigate the extent to which pupils applied essential competencies needed for public deliberations through service-learning. There were a number of statements given in the table from which the pupils and teachers were supposed to rate the level of public deliberations to help address this research question.

**Table 4.7: Pupils’ responses on public deliberations among pupils**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public Deliberation among pupils (N=84)</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pupils have interest and disposition in public and political life</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pupils vote for a class representative and take part in decision-making in the running of the school</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil society and NGOs share information e.g. dangers of early marriages, environmental degradation at you school</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pupils petition, speak, or testify before public bodies, join ad-hoc advocacy groups, and forming coalitions</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>0.843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pupils participate at student assembly discussion, contest for class representative, school parliament, and or council</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attend parliament or court session</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pupils participate in voluntary groups to help community and charity organisations</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>1.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government institutions such as ACC, DEC, and CCPC have links with your school</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>1.229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question the local or constituency representatives</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.779</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1= never, 2= Partial, 3= strong, 4=very strong.
The value range was from ‘never (1)’ to ‘very strong’ (4). The scores of ‘never’ to ‘partial’ have been taken to present a variable which had mean score of 0 to 2.5 on the continuous likert type scale; (0≤ mean ≤2.5). The scores of ‘strong’ to ‘very strong’ have been taken to represent a variable with a mean score of 2.6 to 4 on the continuous Likert scale: (2.6≤mean ≥4) and a standard deviation of >1 implies a significant difference on the impact of the variable among respondents. The results in table 4.7 indicates that in exception of Pupils having interest and disposition in public and political life, the remaining statements indicated in the table were never or partially done. This is evident with the low means in the table that range from 1 to 2.5. It is important to note that some of the most statements had much variation in responses this is due to the high standard deviations. Apart from pupils having interest and disposition in public and political life which had a rate of strong, most responses ranged from 1= never to 2= partial confirming that public deliberations among the pupils was very weak.

Table 4.8: Teacher’s responses on public deliberations among pupils

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public Deliberation among pupils (N=12)</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pupils have interest and disposition in public and political life</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>0.577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pupils vote for a class representative and take part in decision-making in the running of the school</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pupils petition, speak, or testify before public bodies, join ad-hoc advocacy groups, and forming coalitions</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pupils participate at student assembly discussion, contest for class representative, school parliament, and or council</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attend parliament or court session</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question the local or constituency representatives</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government institutions such as ACC, DEC, and CCPC have links with your school</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>0.835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pupils participate in voluntary groups to help community and charity organisations</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>0.965</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The value range was from ‘never (1)’ to ‘very strong’ (4). The scores of ‘never’ to ‘partial’ have been taken to present a variable which had mean score of 0 to 2.5 on the continuous
likert type scale; (0 ≤ mean ≤ 2.5). The scores of ‘strong’ to ‘very strong’ have been taken to represent a variable with a mean score of 2.6 to 4 on the continuous Likert scale: (2.6 ≤ mean ≥ 4) and a standard deviation of >1 implies a significant difference on the impact of the variable among respondents. All the responses shown indicate that there was no much variation in the responses given by the teachers. This is due to the low standard deviation (less than one). Table 4.8 shows that a good number of teachers felt that pupils participated in student assembly discussions, contest for class representative and or school parliament. It is however cardinal to note that almost all teachers indicated that the pupils never question the local constituency representatives. A good number of teachers indicated that government institutions have strong links with the school. There was a mixed view on the pupils’ participation in voluntary groups to help community and charity organisations.

This section presents research question three on the interviewees’ perceptions and views on public deliberations among the pupils for service-learning. And among the themes that emerged under this were pupils questioning elected and non-elected officials, attending parliament or court sessions and school partnership with government institutions.

4.4.1 Pupils questioning elected and non-elected officials

It is important to note that during deliberation, participants consider relevant facts from multiple points of view, converse with one another to think critically about options before them and enlarge their perspectives, opinions, and understandings. One teacher during interview lamented that;

It was sad that the elected officials are too remote from schools and pupils; they rarely visit schools and talk to leaners. This engagement requires that young people are educated for Citizenship and that they develop a range of knowledge, skills and dispositions. They need to know about politics, law, economics, the functioning of communities and social groups and their responsibilities in terms of these communities and groups. And they need to feel confident in applying this knowledge; they need a ‘toolkit’ of Citizenship skills: investigating, communicating, participating, negotiating and taking responsible action be critically, effective, rather than merely active.
From onset, pupils should be made to know that community do not exist in isolation with its members thus there was need to stimulate interest among pupils in political, social and economic. One pupil said that;

Local or constituency representatives, local government and elected officials do not provide information to schools on local issues and how to participate instead they preach that politics is a dirt game. This kind of message scares away young people from participating in politics with such notions. Indeed, parliament should consider its role in consistently developing civic education resources and the different curriculum approaches across the country. It should work closely with other organisations to support more training for teachers, and more and better materials for young people.

4.4.2 Attend Parliament or court session

Preparations of pupils for future roles require robust and collaborative efforts. The teachers need to be creative and innovative to inspire their learners to work beyond selfish interest. In trying to find out whether pupils were attending parliament or court sessions, the teacher said that;

There are rare occasions when learners were engaged to volunteer to judge mock trials and serve on Model United Nations or parliament. Schools as mini communities were not doing enough to stimulate pupils’ interest in attending parliament or court session. To be honest, very little happened in reference to this question. However, it should be remembered that gatherings of pupils and young people to attend parliament and court sessions has the potential of improving academic performance, learn about discipline, relationships, values, motivation and may help achieve personal aspirations in later life.

However, all the teachers from the sampled schools who were asked about pupils attending parliament or court sessions had similar sentiments. Although they had expressed the same view in different ways, their sentiments seemed to echo what the above teacher said. One HoD from a boys’ secondary was of the idea that;

Teachers rarely plan and create students’ outreach programmes that connect students to learning experiences in the courts and volunteer to coordinate field trips to the court. At all levels, I think education has a positive role. It can knockdown prejudices; build understanding between individuals and communities; empower deprived groups; and encourage a climate of opinion, open, respectful debate.
This view seemed to have been supported by a good number of pupils who were taking Civic Education and in supporting this view, one girl during FGD suggested that:

Courts can recruit volunteers to assist with civic learning projects at schools in collaboration with teachers as well as school management I have said so because we do not see that happening. This is in the quest to bring such institutions closer to the learners and begin to see them as part of the solutions to the challenges and success of society.

4.4.3 School partnership with government institutions

This comment came from a teacher who has been teaching Civic education since its inception. When he was asked in a separate interview about school partnership with governmental and non-governmental organisations he said that:

Government institutions and community organizations rarely Pre-register student voters and to do voter education at high schools as well as educate parents and policy makers about the need for civic education. It is clear that such institutions can offer civic education for families, support and advocate for the state policy changes recommendations. They too can advocate with local schools and districts, state and district boards of education and state legislators to implement active learning in Civic Education that enhance service-learning. I can confirm that some government and non-governmental organisations and or institutions are in good partnership with our school.

In support of the above sentiments, one boy during FGD was of the view that:

Government institutions and community organizations must be seen active to offer internships and service-learning experiences for pupils. Understanding the role and operation of Parliament and Government in our democracy is an important part of civic education. Pupils learn about the institutions, issues, and practices of our democracy and how citizens can become involved in their community. Thus we need strong partnership with governmental and non-governmental institutions to enhance pupils’ deliberation in public issues.

Deliberations enable groups of pupils and/ or citizens to come together in a non-coercive environment to learn about, discuss, and ultimately render their recommendations for action to public officials. The HoD explained that;
To succeed in this enterprise, we need strong leadership from educators, policy leaders, and key stakeholders from business, philanthropy, labour, and government respective sphere of influence to mobilize the needed leadership and chart a direction for a new era of civic learning and engagement. We have articulated both an educational vision and an action agenda to make civic learning not just a shared priority but an achievement.

Another HoD from a different school clearly stated that;

Through public dialogues, pupils and residents can gain awareness of specific issues, change their individual behaviours, build trust among one another, and restore positive social interactions. By listening and sharing personal stories, individuals have an opportunity to question their beliefs and perhaps modify some of them. Indeed service learning is a means to teach problem solving skills, it assist students in learning more about themselves and their capacities, it fosters collaborative learning and civic responsibility while it enhances relationships between an educational institution and the surrounding community.

The conclusion drawn from the results obtained from the themes such as pupils questioning elected and non-elected officials, pupils attending parliament and court sessions and school partnership with government institutions on the variable clearly show that there were weak public deliberations among the pupils. Issues such attending court sessions, questioning elected and non-elected officials were almost none existence as can be noted from both quantitative data represented by mean and standard deviation and verbatim from the emerging themes.

4.5 Summary

Based on the three research questions that this chapter has presented the findings that were arrived at through both qualitative and quantitative data sets strongly suggested that there was weak service learning in the teaching of Civic Education in sampled secondary schools in the study. The findings had shown that active civic learning methods were rarely used by teachers and this had been confirmed by the findings. It is also evidently clear that public deliberations among the learners were also not showing any good impression to reckon on. The school was cited as being undemocratic enough to allow pupils to debate political issues as well as public issues of interest be it formal or informal. There was also a gap between theory and practice as teachers seemed to be aware of active or participatory methods but they were rarely being practiced in everyday execution of
learning instructions to enhance service-learning. It was also noted that strong collaborations among critical stakeholders such as school management, policy makers, educators, community and private sector was needed to ensure coordination for service-learning to thrive and create the society where public life was respected and civic life become the norm. Indeed, the practice of deliberation was the cornerstone of democratic and community politics. The next chapter is a discussion of the findings that have been presented in this chapter.
CHAPTER FIVE

DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH FINDINGS

5.0 Overview

This chapter presents a discussion of the findings and their implications on service-learning and teaching of Civic Education. The findings are discussed in relation to the research objectives and the existing knowledge on service-learning and teaching of civic education with existing theories. The discussion of findings from the pupils has been integrated with those from Civic Education teachers and heads of department social sciences.

5.1 Pedagogical approaches and practices

Often times, teachers encourage pupils to express their opinions as can be seen from table 4.3 and table 4.4. From these data sets it can be deduced that in and outside classroom interactions are favourable to stimulate service-learning in secondary schools as most of frequencies from respondents centred on option rated 3 the second highest from option 4 representing the mean of $\geq 3$. It is noted that to achieve active civic learning Civic education teachers should involve pupils actively in their acquisition of knowledge, skills, and virtues. Examples of active learning include systematic concept learning, analysis of case studies, development of decision-making skills, cooperative learning tasks, and the interactive group discussions that are associated with teaching civic virtues through literary study. This is in consistency with Muleya (2015) who clearly stated that the use of service-learning fits very well in Civic Education because it encourages learners to act not as solitary individuals who are being taught alongside other solitary individuals but teaches learners to learn how to engage, discuss, experiment, case study, make presentation, dialogue, analyse and evaluate situations. Intellectually active learning, in contrast to passive learning, appears to be associated with higher levels of achievement. Furthermore, it enables students to develop skills and processes needed for independent inquiry and civic decision making throughout a lifetime. These are capacities of citizenship needed to make a constitutional democracy work.
5.2.1 Interest in civic participation in the wider community and at school

The interviews and FGD from the subsequent subheadings of the themes confirmed the need to engage pupils in more active civic participation so that pupils become more relevant to the community where they belong. Teachers should emphasize cooperative learning in small groups, which requires students to work together to achieve a common objective. Through this cooperative learning activity, students develop various participatory skills and the civic virtues associated with them. Learners involved regularly in cooperative learning situations tend to develop such skills as leadership, conflict resolution, compromise, negotiation, and constructive criticism (Slavin, 1991). Civic learning provides compelling, motivating and challenging experiences that can keep children in school. Civic learning, beginning in elementary and middle school with a focus on civic responsibility, reduces student’s likelihood of dropping out of high school (Starks, 2010). Civic learning not only enhances knowledge of economic and political processes, it provides opportunities for youth to apply academic concepts in real-life settings work collaboratively in teams and engage with professional role models. Moreover, students should be aware of what the learning possibilities are, and be confident of and believe in their learning abilities to meet schooling system requirements. It is the teachers’ task to illustrate the learning process and its ends, as well as to encourage student participation in “developing understanding”.

5.2.2 Schools not Democratic

From the emerged themes, the school was cited as not being more democratic to allow pupils have formal or informal discussions within school premises. This revelation was against Dewey’s theory on the role of schools. As Dewey saw matters in 1916, schools should become ever more porous spaces linked to ever changing communities and function to enable students to develop shared interests; learn in an atmosphere of freedom and participation, and engage with a curriculum based on their own interests and experience (Stanton, Giles and Cruz, 1999). It is from this premise that civic learning should build a positive school climate, which in turn has a positive impact on a wide array of outcomes for students, ranging from academic achievement to personal character. Respectful dialogue about controversial issues is foundational to a positive school climate. The
benefits of civic learning in one classroom can help shape the norms of other classrooms and the school more broadly.

One way to teach democracy is to provide opportunities to practice it in schools and communities. Both academic content and process; civic knowledge, virtues and skills must be taught and learned together to fulfil the mission of civic education, which is the development of individuals with the capacity to establish, maintain and improve democratic governance and citizenship in their country and throughout the world (Mihai, 2014). This can be accomplished by using participatory methods and active learning so that students experience participation in a real democracy. Only if civic education programs are well-designed and well taught, if they use participatory methods, stress learning by doing and focus on issues that have direct relevance to participants’ daily lives, it can have a significant and positive impact on democratic participation and attitudes.

In any way, schools fulfil that responsibility through formal and informal education beginning in the earliest years and continuing through entire educational process. Formal education provide a basic understanding of civic life, politics and government, while informal education should enable citizens to understand the workings of their own and other political systems, as well as the relationship of the politics and government of their own country through “extra” or co-curricular activities. In any way, more interactive, cooperative and participatory learning activities in the classroom and out-of-school are needed for students in order to assist them in developing essential skills for democracy, stimulate their civic interests and improve their knowledge and skills, as well as their sense of efficacy (Youniss, 2011). In the other hand, participatory methods require well-informed and skilled teachers who are able to improve the quality of democracy. Unfortunately, in many cases, teachers are simply assigned to teach civic education for which they have no interest, experience or qualification. Appropriate teacher training is necessary to ensure the development of civic education.

5.2.3 Skills of evaluating, taking, and defending positions

From the emerged themes from the interviews and focus group discussions it was observed that skills of evaluating, taking, and defending positions still need more attention so as to create a cadre of citizens with critical and open minded. It must be remembered that critical
pedagogy is not concerned simply with offering students new ways to think critically and act with authority as agents in the classroom, it is also concerned with providing teachers and students with the skills and knowledge to expand their capacities to both question deep-seated assumptions and myths that legitimize the most archaic and disempowering social practices that structure every aspect of society and to take responsibility for intervening in the world. In other words, critical pedagogy forges critique and agency through a language of scepticism and possibility. Mitchell (2008) attested that central to the very definition of critical pedagogy is a common concern for reforming schools and developing modes of pedagogical practice in which teachers and students become critical agents actively questioning and negotiating the relationship between theory and practice, critical analysis and common sense, and learning and social change.

It is assumed that if learners would think critically and act effectively and virtuously in response to a public issue, they must understand the terms of the issue, its origins, the alternative responses to it, and the likely consequences of these responses. This understanding is based upon their knowledge and the applications of this knowledge to explain, evaluate, and resolve a public issue depends upon the cognitive process skills of the learners. Thus, this research was in agreement with Dewey (1939) who proposed that learning is a socially constructed, community based process. Hence, learning is in relationship between people and environment with full participation in communities of practice and utilization of resources.

5.2 Competency of teachers to engage service-learning methods

It is an undeniable fact that teachers play a crucial role in supporting the learning experience of young people and adult learners. The conjoining of content and process in teaching and learning of civic knowledge, skills, and virtues has become central in the teaching of civic education. Mulenga (2015) clearly stated that central to any discussion of teacher preparation is a judgement about what content knowledge and skills teachers possess so that they are able to teach effectively. In their development of curricula and classroom lessons, teachers should recognize that civic virtues and skills, intellectual and participatory, are inseparable from a body of civic knowledge or content. Teachers’ competency to use service-learning as a civic teaching methodology
As can be observed from table 4.5 for pupils’ responses on the use of active or participatory methods by civic education teachers, the mean \( 1 \leq \text{mean} \leq 2.5 \) which concentrated on options of 1= not at all, 2= rare occasions, clearly showed that such methods are rarely put to use as a means to give instructions to learners. Most statistical data indicated that such critical methods are rarely used. However when cross checking table 4.6 for Teachers responses claimed to participate in most of these activities while the pupils claimed that only class discussions were significantly done. This may be interpreted that there is gap between theory and practice as teachers may be aware of the methodology but were not being practiced. Pupils who were the recipients of such knowledge showed that such methodologies are not a common feature of lesson delivery among the teachers. Though in different subject, on teacher competency, this study is consistent with the findings of Mulenga (2015) who concluded that student teachers and graduate teachers did not have sound understanding of the subject matter they were to teach and pedagogical knowledge and skills to effectively teach English language in secondary schools.

Further, findings from this study are in line with the national education reports which criticized the passive, impersonal nature of instructional methodologies and called for a pedagogy that was more active and involving, that enabled learners to take more responsibility for their education, and that brought them into direct contact with the subjects of their study (National Centre for Educational Statistics, 2010). Unfortunately, a number of teachers as the findings showed seem not to appreciate/ share this view as traditional methods of teaching were frequently employed as medium of instructions to the learners.

A range of classroom activities and instructional tools are often listed as supporting active and experiential learning, including (but not limited to): fieldwork, trigger films, case studies, laboratory projects, problems sets, guest speakers, projects on actual policy proposals, debates, media and internet assignments, journal writing, and in simulations. More recent additions to this list, and specifically in the area of European Studies, are problem-based learning, blended learning, and the utilization of various social networks exercises in today’s technologically advanced classrooms (Maurer and Neuhold 2014; Klymenko 2014; Mihai 2014; and, Farneti et al 2014). It is from this point of view that teachers must be treated as a critical public resource, essential not only to the importance of an empowering educational experience for students but also the formation of a democratic society. At the institutional level, this means giving teachers an opportunity to
exercise power over the conditions of their work. We cannot separate what teachers do from the economic and political conditions that shape their work, that is, their academic labour. This means they should have both the time and the power to institute structural conditions that allow them to produce curriculum, collaborate with parents, conduct research, and work with communities.

5.2.1 Service-learning in secondary schools

Theme 4.5.2 indicated that service-learning was not a common feature both to teachers and pupils. Teachers should be given the freedom to shape the school curricula, engage in shared research with other teachers and with others outside of the school, and to play a central role in the governance of the school and their labour (Pasek, Feldman, Romer and Jamieson, 2008). Educational empowerment for teachers cannot be separated from issues of power and governance. Educators should be valued as public intellectuals who connect critical ideas, traditions, disciplines, and values to the public realm of everyday life. Further these scholars Pasek, et al (2008) employed educators at the same time to assume the responsibility of connecting their work to larger social issues, while raising questions about what it means to provide students with the skills they need to write policy papers, be resilient against defeat, analyse social problems, and learn the tools of democracy, and learning how to make a difference in one’s life as a social agent.

Freire (1970) Critical pedagogy, unlike dominant modes of teaching, insists that one of the fundamental tasks of educators is to make sure that the future points the way to a more socially just world, a world in which the discourses of critique and possibility in conjunction with the values of reason, freedom and equality function to alter, as part of a broader democratic project, the grounds upon which life is lived. Mulenga (2015) convincingly argued that the rationale for the competency-based teacher education curriculum design forces teacher educators to take a hard look at what their curriculum is designed to accomplish and to review carefully the way they go about accomplishing it.

Best practices in service learning include a combination of classroom instruction through which students gain the necessary foundational and professional skills, and experience and action on genuine community needs (Eyler, Giles, Stenson and Gray (2001). Through this combined approach students are able to take their knowledge bases and apply them to address an array of societal problems. The application of this pedagogy includes the offering of structured time for students to step back and reflect on their hands-on
experience in the community setting and consider their roles and responsibilities as citizens of a society.

According to Elyer and Giles (1999) quality service-learning experiences include the following: curricula and projects that are sustainable and developed in partnership with the community; activities that are meaningful to students learning and country needs; clear and relevant connection to community activities to course learning objectives and purposeful challenges for participants to grapple with diversity and social issues. Service-learning is characterised as the interplay of service and learning not only within individual course settings but also within the broader academic institutional goals of community engagement.

5.3 The level of public deliberations in Service-learning among the pupils

The third objective of this paper was to; investigate the application of some essential competencies for public deliberations in service-learning among the pupils. Deliberation connects people, even those with conflicting interests, in a way that allows them to make decisions and act in regard to problems or challenging circumstances. Deliberation can also reveal new possibilities for action that individuals alone did not see before.

Participation can take many forms, and there are numerous ways in which learners, families and communities can make a difference. Voting is one of our most important rights and responsibilities, but registering to vote and voting on Election Day are not enough. The health of our democracy depends on our schools producing informed voters and community members who value the importance of civic life. Commission on Youth Voting and Civic Knowledge (2013) stated that civic engagement includes speaking to the school board, writing to congressional representatives, serving on a jury, collaborating with neighbours on local improvement projects, understanding and debating current events and helping others.

Just at a glance from the tabulations regarding the mean of (1 ≤ mean ≤ 2.6) and standard deviation 0.45 ≤ SD ≤ 1.22 on the table 4.7, one is able to tell that responses concentrated on the never and partial showing clearly that public deliberations among the learners was very insignificant. From the table it was clear that pupils significantly indicated less or no participation and involvement in the activities of public deliberations. Questions such as pupils attend parliament or court session; question the local or constituency
representatives show how alienated pupils are from engaging in active political and social matters. It must be remembered that the future of the republic and the world over depends on whether or not the next generation was prepared for informed and engaged democratic citizenship. These low levels of pupils' participation confirm Klymenko's observation that in many fledgling democracies, low participation, intolerance, political ignorance, and alienation are major systemic problems (Klymenko, 2014). However, citizenship requires both knowledge about government and the ability to be involved in governance. It means knowing how to identify and inform yourself about issues, explore and evaluate possible solutions, and then act to resolve problems. It demands that you know how to interact respectfully with others. And citizenship asks that one accept responsibility for meeting community’s and the nation’s challenges.

5.3.1 Pupils interest and disposition in public and political life

As observed from the interviews and FGD it was clear that pupils were interested in political issues but older generations have made it difficult to allow pupils participate in public matters. Mostly, politics have been defined as a dirt game distancing pupils from engaging into such activities. On the other hand, proponents of involving youth in deliberation assert that youth are too often excluded from important decision-making activities, which contribute to feelings of marginalization and undermines notions of deliberative democracy (Frank, 2006). It is from this background that all learners must be prepared adequately to participate in a country's civic life and to achieve its democratic ideals for all citizens. Starks (2010) insisted that in high-quality civic learning, students learn to think critically, develop research skills, assess and synthesize information and present coherent arguments based on data. To put these skills into practice, they work with others in groups, organize activities in their communities and speak persuasively in public. They also develop common shared values about opportunity, fairness and tolerance and an understanding that their actions can have an impact, especially when people work together.

To ensure that pupils and youth engage productively in institutional decision-making, a variety of efforts should be made to enhance their understanding of policy issues, develop the skills needed to engage in effective dialogue, and create opportunities for youth engagement in decision making processes. Such skills are well developed and acquired from schools through active interactions in the teaching/learning processes. Following the
writings of John Dewey, full deliberation includes a careful examination of a problem or issue, the identification of possible solutions, the establishment or reaffirmation of evaluative criteria, and the use of these criteria in identifying an optimal solution.

In short, preparing learners of all ages for informed, engaged participation in the civic and democratic life of our communities, states, and nation is not just essential it is entirely consistent with the over-arching national goals of increasing student achievement; with closing achievement gaps. It is prudent that business, Civic and Community Leaders offer internships for students or volunteer to be a guest speaker at a school or to serve in a mock trial or Model United Nations so that pupils are stimulated to identified themselves with the community in which they a part. Through deliberative information processing models of citizen engagement, participants come to a shared understanding of underlying issues and trade-offs and, as a result, are collectively prepared to make substantively better policy recommendations (Jones, 1994: 21). Such processes can reduce friction and competition between interests, and citizens experience greater satisfaction with the process when agencies ensure that public input is accounted for and reflected in the final decisions.

5.3.2 School partnership with government institutions and civil society

Cross checking the data in table 4.7 and table 4.8 pupils felt that school partnership with governmental institutions and civil society was partial while the teachers indicated that partnership was strong. However, there was a positive sign of better partnerships between government institutions and schools especially in HIV and AIDS, Anti-corruption, drug enforcement commission. It is evident the a very strong collaboration was needed as the world outside of school is the laboratory for civic learning, and civic learning cannot flourish without active participation from local government, the courts, businesses, non-profits, community organizations and families (Starks, 2010). Students need to get out of the school building to practice civic engagement, and civic leaders need to come into schools to engage students. Central to this mission is the establishment of training programmes to enhance the capacities of leaders of civic education programmes in programme planning, budgeting, networking, administration, implementation, curriculum development, evaluation, and tasks related to systemic implementation of civic education.
It is essential that faculty engage the community-based experts in all aspects of course development. Indeed these community leaders are very interested in helping to shape and achieve learning goals and experiences for our students. This three sided partnership between faculty, students and community members creates a dynamic unique to service learning and one that forges essential links between our schools and the citizens within communities and the citizens we educate (Hart and Donnelly, 2007).

5.3.3 Pupils attend parliament, court session or question elected officials.

Data from questionnaires for both pupils and teachers testify that pupils are alienated from participating in political matters as presented in tables 4.7 and 4.8. Questions such as questioning elected officials and attending court sessions did not give a good picture in such deliberations. Gains in critical thinking occur when individuals are able to critically consider reality and tolerate perplexity (Dewey, 1933; Freire, 1993). Critical thinking abilities appear essential to cultural competence, i.e., the cultural awareness, knowledge, intelligence, and sensitivity one brings to any situation. Service-Learning in this case may serve as one creative approach to build on cultural awareness and acceptance and to facilitate engagement and critical thinking skills.

Deliberation deepens a basic tenet of democracy: that place citizens closer to the affairs of government strengthens representation, transparency, and accountability, and can improve results. According to Sanders (1997:367), broadening participation in deliberation is more than a matter of redistributing the skills of argumentation; explicit attention to group dynamics and strategies are needed “to undercut the dominance of higher-status individuals, for the democratic hope of deliberation is that it produces mutual respect”.

The most critical distinction between deliberative forms of public participation and traditional techniques of public engagement is that deliberation emphasizes information processing (meaning-making) as much as information exchange (upstream and downstream communication). Deliberative democracy advances richer forms of public participation that engage citizens in structured dialogue around focused policy issues, yielding benefits to participants and sponsors that extend well beyond the collection of useful information. Democratic deliberation augments participants’ levels of knowledge about issues, cultivates trust, builds civic capacity, and, over the long term, may increase general levels of civic engagement and political participation.
Through public deliberation, residents can discuss problems in their area, identify solutions, mobilize for local problem solving, and strengthen their relationships with public officials (Sanders, 1997). Success requires mobilizing citizens to engage in deliberation and often to take action following deliberation. It requires building civic organizations that can sponsor and facilitate public deliberation over controversial issues and community problems as they arise over time. More fundamental, deliberative initiatives often aim at quite different problems with democratic governance repairing social fabric, improving public judgment, bridging gaps between communities and government, holding government officials accountable, and mobilizing civic resources and energies. Consistency with the current research done by Muleya (2015) this study also confirmed that service-learning in secondary schools is weak. This kind of scenario is making public deliberations and good life a nightmare among the youth considering weak civic responsibility and engagement. This research holds value to Dewey (1922) who proposed that educated citizens demonstrate habits of engaged participation in the work of democracy. Educational attainment is balanced by the public responsibilities of using content expertise to improve communities, both locally and globally (Colby, et al., 2000).

5.6 Summary

Service-Learning (SL) is an increasingly accepted tool that can provide culturally-relevant teaching and deep, experiential learning. John Dewey advocated that a school is a democratic institution and, thus, should be a place where service and participatory citizenship are the norm (Stanton, Giles, and Cruz, 1999). Therefore, civic engagement is designed to increase students’ understanding of the environmental, sociological, and political contexts of issues and theories addressed in the classroom. It helps sustain a high level of curiosity and enthusiasm as students encounter new, often challenging ideas. It encourages students to see their own intellectual work as valuable. It is predicated upon their attitudes and values, knowledge, habits, and political behaviour. It also is influenced by the clarity and intention of course instructors. Service-learning as a teaching technique requires that the faculty and students welcome community experts into the role as teachers. Faculty must be willing to view themselves as co-teachers with their community-based counterparts and students must be willing to shed their traditional style of learning to become active rather than passive learners in the service learning setting.
From the analysis done on the three objectives of this research, Dewey’s theory to service learning remain relevant by explaining that learning takes into consideration not only the curriculum of the course, but the learning acquired through the participation in activities. In addition, Dewey situates the principle of interaction as the starting point for service-learning, where learning is the result of the interaction between the internal and objective aspects of experience (Carver, 2001; Eyler and Giles, 1994). Dewey’s notions of situational learning also lend themselves to a theory of service-learning, where learning results from a transaction between the individual and the environment (Eyler and Giles, 1994). Carver (2001) directly links the student’s community service experience central and serving as both a process and an outcome (Carver, 2001).
CHAPTER SIX  
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.0 Overview

This chapter presents the conclusion of the study and recommendations drawn from the findings of the study. The study was conducted to assess service-learning in the teaching of Civic Education in three selected public secondary schools in Lusaka province.

6.1 The Main Research Findings and Conclusions

As a reminder to the reader, this study was looking at the assessment of service-learning in the teaching of Civic Education in secondary schools. The problem that was identified for investigation in this study was that of having little documentation about Service-Learning and its application and implementation in Zambian secondary schools. The summary of the main findings are presented here below as guided by the research questions:

The conclusion drawn from the results obtained on the variable to investigate pedagogical approaches and practices that enhance service-learning in the teaching of civic education in secondary schools in Lusaka province show the mean of three. This gives a good indicator of interactions between teachers and learners both in and outside classroom. Arising from the findings, it can be concluded that the level of service-learning was minimal. Such methods were rarely practices or engaged as form of instructions in classroom lowering pragmatic nature of learning and knowing. There was lack of positive active public deliberations among the learners towards issues of public concern and participation in politics. Politics has been ill labelled by the older generation as a dirty game hence, alienating political participation from secondary school pupils and the youth in general which service-learning should help address if fully institutionalised.

The three sampled schools in this study therefore failed short of their expectation to offer service-learning to their pupils regarding the specifications of the social learning theory as propounded by Dewey and later by Kolb. While the findings from this small, purposive sample cannot be generalized to the youth population at large, they complement survey data by providing a more nuanced picture of the aspirations, values, choices, and strategies followed by young Zambians as they move from school to work to offer service to the community at large.
6.2 Recommendations

1. Since it was revealed that service-learning was weak, programme, and financial supports for Service-Learning in secondary and primary Education should be initiated and intensified by the Ministry of General Education. Policy at all levels should support high-quality service-learning experiences in primary and secondary education. It must be aligned with the various cultures, conditions, and structures of public education.

2. Arising from the minimal engagement of active civic learning methods among the teachers it is recommended that pre-service and in-service teacher education programmes be established by the Ministry of General Education and Ministry of Higher Education in collaboration with teacher education institutions to develop the capacity of teachers to provide high quality instructions in service-learning. Hence, there is need to provide on-going in-service professional development on service-learning for teachers at all levels, from novice to veteran.

3. The study revealed that civic deliberations and participation to achieve civic life was still weak. Therefore, there was need to rebalance and reclaim the public purpose of education hence the Ministry of General Education should ensure that the people who work in schools; teachers, support staff, administrators help learners build lives of great purpose and potential by instilling essential knowledge and skills, including critical reasoning, problem-solving and the ability to work with others, and by promoting civic participation to achieve civic life.

4. It was discovered that politics had been alienated from pupils at secondary school level thus Ministry of General Education need to increase opportunities to showcase, recognize, and reward youths as well as expanding and supporting a national network of youth leaders for service-learning. For service-learning to take hold in schools and have the desired impact, adults and youths alike need to embrace its full potential for all learners to be partners and leaders in their schools and communities.
6.3 Recommendations for Future Research

1. Further studies should be done to cover grant aided and private schools in order to have a comparative data in the teaching of service-learning in secondary schools.
2. A study should be done on a large scale to cover the whole Lusaka province so that the picture of service-learning offered in the whole province can be ascertained.
3. A study should be done to assess service-learning in the teaching of Civic Education in Colleges of Education.
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1

Questionnaire for Teachers

Dear sir/ madam,

You have been chosen to take part in a research study about Assessment of Service Learning in the Teaching of Civic Education in Three Selected Secondary Schools in Lusaka Province, Zambia. The study deals with Service-learning as a teaching and learning strategy that integrates meaningful community service with instruction and reflection to enrich the learning experience, teach civic responsibility, and strengthen communities. The study is being conducted by Daniel Katongo Chola a Masters student at UNZA, as part of a dissertation project for the award of the Master of Education in Civic Education. Once you agree to participate in the study, you will be asked to complete in the following survey consisting of general statements/questions, and or demographic questions.

Risk assessment: there is no risk to participation in this study beyond that of everyday life such as time and patience. All of your responses will be kept anonymous and confidential. Thus, individual participant will not be identified.

I would kindly request that all participants answer all questions as instructed. However, participation in this project is purely voluntary. If you have any questions, please contact me at: dakacho.dk@gmail.com or 0979429858/0961546368

Thank you in anticipation.

Daniel Katongo Chola (Computer No. 514701057)
The University of Zambia
School of Education
Email: dakacho.dk@gmail.com
Instructions

1. Do not write your name on this questionnaire.
2. Tick [    ] in the box of your preferred choice and/or write in the space provided

Section A: Demographic Details

1. What is your Sex
   (a) Male [    ]
   (b) Female [    ]

2. What is your age
   (a) 15---25 [    ]
   (b) 26---36 [    ]
   (c) 37---47 [    ]
   (d) 48 and above [    ]

3. How long have you been in service
   (a) 1-5 [    ]
   (b) 6-10 [    ]
   (c) 11-16 [    ]
   (d) 17 and above [    ]

4. What is your position?
   (a) Head teacher/ Deputy head teacher [    ]
   (b) Head of department [    ]
   (c) Subject/Class teacher [    ]

Section B  Pedagogical and practices

The table below shows practices and pedagogies that enhance service-learning. Tick in the desired box for each statement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Tick on desired Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pedagogical Approaches and practices</th>
<th>Never</th>
<th>Rarely</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Often</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5. Teaching methods stimulate students politically, socially, civic participation in wider community and school</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Teachers encourage pupils to make up their own minds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Teachers encourage pupils to express their opinions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Pupils express opinions in class with different views from most of other learners</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Teachers encourage pupils to discuss issues with people with different opinion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Teacher present several sides of the issues when explaining them in class</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Schools provide secure environment and encourage pupils to express opinions, debate and practice decision making</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Pupils use skills of identifying and describing, explaining and analysing, and evaluating, taking, and defending public issue positions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Pupils develop and continue improving skills of evaluating, taking, and defending positions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Section C: Teacher Competency in engaging active civic learning methods

Tick [ ] in appropriate box for your choice option on teaching/learning methods стрategies that are used in the learning of Civic Education in secondary schools. How often do you use these teaching methods/strategies in learning of Civic Education?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teaching Methods /Strategies</th>
<th>Not at all =1</th>
<th>Rare occasions =2</th>
<th>Frequent =3</th>
<th>Very Frequent =4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14. Oral reports by learners</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Drama/ role playing in small groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Individual projects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Group project</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Inquiry-Guided Learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Class discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Presentations by learners panels from the class</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. Allow Debate (informal) on current issues by students from class</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Construction of summaries by students</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. Interviews</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. Case studies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. Critical Thinking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. Lecture Strategies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. Problem-solving</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SECTION D: PUBLIC DELIBERATIONS (Civic participation in the wider community). Tick in appropriate box for each statement to indicate the level of participation of pupils in public deliberation or Civic participation in the wider community.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PUBLIC DELIBERATIONS</th>
<th>Tick on desired response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28. Pupils have interest and disposition in public and political life</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. Pupils vote for a class representative and take part in decision-making in the running of the school</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30. Civil society and NGOs share information e.g. dangers of early marriages, environmental degradation at you school</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31. Pupils petition, speak, or testify before public bodies, join ad-hoc advocacy groups, and forming coalitions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32. Pupils participate at student assembly discussion, contest for class representative, school parliament, and or council</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33. Attend parliament or court session</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34. Pupils participate in voluntary groups to help community and charity organisations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35. Government institutions such as ACC, DEC, and CCPC have links with your school</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36. Question the local or constituency representatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thank you for your time
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Appendix 2:

Questionnaire for Pupils

Dear sir/madam,

You have been chosen to take part in a research about *Assessment of Service Learning in the Teaching of Civic Education in Three Selected Secondary Schools in Lusaka Province, Zambia*. The study deals with Service-learning as a teaching and learning strategy that integrates meaningful community service with instruction and reflection to enrich the learning experience, teach civic responsibility, and strengthen communities. The study is being conducted by Chola Daniel Katongo Chola a Masters student at UNZA, as part of a dissertation project for the award of the Master of Education in Civic Education. Once you agree to participate in the study, you will be asked to complete in the following survey consisting of general statements/questions, and or demographic questions.

Risk assessment: there is no risk to participation in this study beyond that of everyday life such as time and patience. All of your responses will be kept anonymous and confidential. Thus, individual participant will not be identified.

I would kindly request that all participants answer all questions as instructed. However, participation in this project is purely voluntary. If you have any questions, please contact me at: dakacho.dk@gmail.com or 0979429858/0961546368

Thank you in anticipation.

*Daniel Katongo Chola (Computer No. 514701057)*

*The University of Zambia*

*School of Education*

*Email: dakacho.dk@gmail.com*
Instructions
1. Do not write your name on this questionnaire.
2. Tick [ ] in the boxes and/or write in the space provided

Section A  Personal Details
1. What is your gender?
   (a) Male [ ]
   (b) Female [ ]

2. What is your Age?
   (a) 11---16 [ ]
   (b) 17 and above [ ]

Section B  Pedagogical and practices

The table below shows practices and pedagogies that enhance service-learning. Tick in the desired box for each statement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approaches and practices</th>
<th>Tick on desired Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3. Teaching methods stimulate students politically, socially, civic participation in</td>
<td>Never</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wider community and school</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Teachers encourage pupils to make up their own minds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Teachers encourage pupils to express their opinions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Pupils express opinions in class with different views from most of other learners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Teachers encourage pupils to discuss issues with people with different opinion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Teacher present several sides of the issues when explaining them in class</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9. Schools provide secure environment and encourage pupils to express opinions, debate and practice decision making

10. Pupils use skills of identifying and describing, explaining and analysing, and evaluating, taking, and defending public issue positions

11. Pupils develop and continue improving skills of evaluating, taking, and defending positions

Section C: Teacher Competency in engaging active civic learning methods

Tick [ ] in appropriate box for your choice option on teaching/learning methods/strategies that are used in the learning of Civic Education in secondary schools. How often do you use these teaching methods/strategies in learning of Civic Education?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teaching Methods /Strategies</th>
<th>Not at all =1</th>
<th>Rear occasions =2</th>
<th>Frequent =3</th>
<th>Very Frequent =4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12. Oral reports by learners</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Drama/ role playing in small groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Individual projects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Group project</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Inquiry-Guided Learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Class discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Presentations by learners panels from the class</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Allow Debate (informal) on current issues by students from class</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Construction of summaries by</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**SECTION D: PUBLIC DELIBERATIONS (CIVIC PARTICIPATION IN THE WIDER COMMUNITY)**

Tick in appropriate box for each statement to indicate the level of participation of pupils in public deliberation or Civic participation in the wider community.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pupils participation in wider community</th>
<th>Tick on desired Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Never</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. Pupils have interest and disposition in public and political life</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. Pupils vote for a class representative and take part in decision-making in the running of the school</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28. Civil society and NGOs share information e.g. dangers of early marriages, environmental degradation at you school</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. Pupils petition, speak, or testify before public bodies, join ad-hoc advocacy groups, and forming coalitions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30. Pupils participate at student assembly discussion, contest for class representative, school parliament, and or council</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31. Attend parliament or court session</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32. Pupils participate in voluntary groups to help community and charity organisations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33. Government institutions such as ACC, DEC, and CCPC have links with your school</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34. Question the local or constituency representatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thank you for your time
Appendix 3

Interview Schedule for (HoD and Teachers)

Date............................................... Time..................................................
Place..........................................

The following questions will guide the interview however; follow-up questions where necessary will be asked for further details and clarity.

PEDAGOGICAL (METHODOLOGY)

1. Do the teaching methods stimulate students’ interest in political and social issues, civic participation in the wider community and at school?

2. Schools provide a secure environment where pupils are encouraged to express opinion, to debate, to practice decision making and or bring up current political events for discussion in class

3. Do teachers guide Pupils to develop and continue to improve their skills of evaluating, taking, and defending positions?

4. Are teachers competent enough to use service-learning as a civic teaching methodology

5. Is service-learning a popular method of teaching Civic education in secondary schools?

6. Is service learning in schools adequately addressed?

7. What are of some the challenges in teaching of service learning in schools?

8. Suggest ways of improving service learning in your school
PUBLIC DELIBERATIONS

9. What is the extent of interest and disposition to engage in public and political life among pupils?

10. Are the pupils willing or active in Peaceful demonstration, petitioning, speaking, or testifying before public bodies, joining ad-hoc advocacy groups, and forming coalitions?

11. Are the pupils involved in any Voluntary participation in school-based or community based activities outside of regular lessons?

12. Give examples of such Voluntary participation

13. Are schools in any partnership with government institutions, NGOs or civil society?

14. Name such institutions or organisation.

Thank you
Appendix 4

Focus Group Interview Schedule for Pupils

Date...............................................    Time..................................................
Place..............................................

The following questions will guide the interview however; follow-up questions where necessary will be asked for further detailed and clarity.

SECTION A: PEDAGOGICAL (METHODOLOGY)

1. Do the teaching methods stimulate pupils’ interest in political and social issues, civic participation in the wider community and at school?

2. Schools provide a secure environment where pupils are encouraged to express opinion, to debate, to practice decision making and or bring up current political events for discussion in class

3. Teachers guide Pupils to develop and continue to improve their skills of evaluating, taking, and defending positions.

4. Are teachers competent enough to use service-learning as a civic teaching methodology

5. Is service-learning a popular method of teaching Civic education in secondary schools?
6. Is service learning in schools adequately addressed?
7. What are some of the challenges in teaching of service learning in schools?
8. Suggest ways of improving service learning in your school

SECTION B: PUBLIC DELIBERATIONS

9. What is the extent of interest and disposition to engage in public and political life among pupils?
10. Are the pupils willing or active in Peaceful demonstration, petitioning, speaking, or testifying before public bodies, joining ad-hoc advocacy groups, and forming coalitions?

11. Are the pupils involved in any Voluntary participation in school-based or community based activities outside of regular lessons
12. Give examples of such Voluntary participation
13. Are schools in any partnership with government institutions, NGOs and/ or civil society?
14. Name such institutions or organisation.

Thank you
Appendix 5

Individual Participant’s Informed Consent Form

Dear respondent,

This serves to inform you about the purpose of this research and procedure that will be followed in it. You are also being asked to sign this form to indicate that you have volunteered to participate in this exercise.

1. **Description** – This is purely an academic education research and no individual will be identified in person for their participation. The researcher is a University of Zambia student pursuing a Master of Education degree in Civic Education. This research is a major requirement for the researcher to complete the programme.

2. **Purpose** - The researcher wishes to assess Service Learning in the Teaching of Civic Education in three selected Secondary Schools in Lusaka province, Zambia.

3. **Consent** - Participation in this exercise is voluntary.

4. **Confidentiality** – All the data to be collected from this research will be confidential. Participants are assured of anonymity in this research (no names or identity shall be given) whatsoever. If the conversation is recorded information will be kept under key and lock or with secret password and shall be destroyed after data analysis.

5. **Rights of respondents** – The rights of participants will be protected and respected. Participants are assured that they shall suffer no harm as results of participating in this exercise. Participants are free to ask for clarification at any point of the exercise and to inform the researcher if they have any challenge about the procedure in the research.

6. **Declaration of consent**

I have read and understood this document. I therefore, agree to freely participate in this exercise without any monetary gain of any kind.

Signature...........................................   Date....................................................
26th February, 2016

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

RE: FIELD WORK FOR MASTERS STUDENT

This letter serves to introduce to you Mr. Chola Daniel Katongo computer No. 514701057 who is a student at the University of Zambia, School of Education.

Mr. Katongo is pursuing a Masters programme in Education which has a component of fieldwork.

Any resistance rendered to him will be greatly appreciated.

Ngoma Felix Z.
PROVINCIAL EDUCATION OFFICER
LOURSAKA PROVINCE.
Appendix 7

Introductory letter from UNZA

THE UNIVERSITY OF ZAMBIA
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Date: 05.11.2015

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

Dear Sir/Madam

RE: FIELD WORK FOR MASTERS / PhD STUDENTS

The bearer of this letter, Mr./Ms. Daniel Katanga, is a duly registered student at the University of Zambia, School of Education.

He/She is taking a Masters/PhD programme in Education. The programme has a fieldwork component which he/she has to complete.

We shall greatly appreciate if the necessary assistance is rendered to him/her.

Yours faithfully,

Daniel Katanga
ASSISTANT DEAN (PG)
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF ZAMBIA

cc. Director, DRGS
Dean, Education